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Summary

The JOHANNA project is constituted by an interdisciplinary group of partners from
Germany, Lithuania, Poland, and Sweden, which combines expertise in the touristic
field from both the academia and the praxis.
The consortium has identified a risk for sustainable economic development in the
field of tourism, which is lack of qualified staff.
So, they decided to deliver tailor-made professional qualification modules for tour
guides and cruise coordinators, also attracting new qualified staff and preventing
emigration through the creation of new job and perspectives for young people.
The Guide education programe, which takes a comprehensive approach to training
the key people from the tourism point of view who are the city guides, is now in
your hands.
The guide education programe includes components related to knowledge, skills,
and communication: high linguistic level, technical aspects of working with a group
(including the sublime group of cruise tourism participants), attracting attention,
composing stories with interesting and appropriate narrative, referring to the
common heritage, history, and landscape. All elements are uniquely tailored to
expectations of the audience (tourists), their different perceptions and the different
cultural code, typical for the individual Baltic Sea regions.
As they see you, so they write you - this Polish proverb perfectly describes the role
of city guides: they are the face of the city. Interesting, funny, and knowledgeable
guides are a real treasure for a destination. Such guides will enchant tourists and
guests with their stories, leave good memories and encourage to return.
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Introduction

The project JOHANNA (Joint staff qualification in South Baltic destinations to
increase the skilled workforce in the South Baltic Sea and by that ensure a
sustainable small cruise ship development in the South Baltic Sea) is an international
initiative to develop tailor-made professional qualification modules for tour guides
and cruise coordinators, aiming to address diverse target groups. The main
objectives of the project are developed around the strengthening of the tourism
sector in the region by increasing the skilled workforce, attracting new qualified staff
and preventing emigration through the creation of new job perspectives for young
people.
This initiative results from the findings of its predecessor the JOHANN project, in
which a lack of qualified staff in the region was identified as a risk factor for the
sustainable economic development in the field of tourism. The JOHANNA project is
constituted by an interdisciplinary group of partners from Germany, Lithuania,
Poland and Sweden, which combines expertise in the touristic field from both the
academia and the praxis.
This document was elaborated by the participant partners:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Hanseatic City of Wismar, Germany
Mukran Port, Germany
Municipality of Karlskrona, Sweden
Media Dizajn & Szczecińska Turystyka Wydarzenia Sp. z o.o., Poland
Strategic Self-Management Institute, Lithuania
University of Applied Sciences Stralsund, Germany

The partners extend their gratitude to all those individuals and organizations that
contributed to the preparation of this report, by sharing with us their experiences
and knowledge through this process.
For more information
http://johanna.website/

about

the

project,

please

visit

our

website:

City Guides are the touchpoints between the city and the world.

As they see you, so they write you - this Polish proverb perfectly describes the role
of city guides: they are the face of the city. Interesting, funny, and knowledgeable
guides are a real treasure for a destination. Such guides will enchant tourists and
guests with their stories, leave good memories and encourage to return.
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The JOHANNA project is constituted by an interdisciplinary group of partners from
Germany, Lithuania, Poland, and Sweden, which combines expertise in the touristic
field from both the academia and the praxis. The consortium has identified a risk for
sustainable economic development in the field of tourism, which is lack of qualified
staff.
So, they decided to deliver tailor-made professional qualification modules for tour
guides and cruise coordinators, also attracting new qualified staff and preventing
emigration through the creation of new job and perspectives for young people.
The Guide education program, which takes a comprehensive approach to training
the key people from the tourism point of view who are the city guides, is now in
your hands.
The guide includes components related to knowledge, skills, and communication:
high linguistic level, technical aspects of working with a group (including the sublime
group of cruise tourism participants), attracting attention, composing stories with
interesting and appropriate narrative, referring to the common heritage, history,
and landscape. All elements are uniquely tailored to expectations of the audience
(tourists), their different perceptions and the different cultural code, typical for the
individual Baltic Sea regions.
The guide is structured in such a way that you can use the whole course or choose
the modules you would like to deepen. The proposed training topics are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Knowledge about the Cruise industry
COVID 19
Local knowledge
South Baltic Region knowledge/history
Experience Tourism =Resonance Tourism=Storytelling
Language education
Multilingual tool / guiding systems
Entrepreneurial knowledge and working conditions
Leadership skills and techniques = Communication and presentation
techniques
10. Sustainable tourism and tourism industry worldwide
11. Social Media Skills
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3 Guide education
Title Big
programs
in Johanna
Subheading

From general approach to
specific guide education
programs
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3.1 General approach guide education in Johanna
The need for specialized educational guide training (including especially cruise
guides) within the JOHANNA project results not only from pragmatic factors and the
implementation of the programme itself, but first and foremost is a response to the
demand of visitors, who would like to receive professional tourist services in the
entire area of this offer and branded tourist product implementation.
Contemporary trainings comprise many elements, which as components form the
entirety of the required knowledge and skills of a guide. It is not only the knowledge
itself, high linguistic level or technical aspects of working with a group (including the
sublime group of cruise tourism participants), but also the ability to attract
attention, create a story and interpret and create an appropriate narrative, referring
to the common heritage, history and landscape. Each of these elements should
furthermore be confronted with the expectations of the audience (tourists), their
different perceptions and the different cultural code, characteristic for the individual
Baltic Sea regions.
A characteristic feature of a guide's work in a small, well-defined, cross-border area
is, on the one hand, knowledge of the specificity and uniqueness of individual parts
of the presented region, and, on the other hand, the ability to find points of contact
and to build an appropriate and professional narrative around them. One of the
main objectives of the JOHANNA project's guide training is therefore to familiarize
the guides with a variety of interpretative tools in their work, to learn techniques for
working with the specific cruise-tourism group, as well as to train them in the
substantive direction of narration referring to the most important elements of
cultural, historical and natural heritage of the Region.
Johanna cruise guide education programme - overview topics
Topics

Format

1. Knowledge about the Cruise
industry

Physical Training/ Webinar

2. COVID 19

Webinar (for new and experienced
guides)

3. Local Knowledge

Physical Training/ Webinar

4. South Baltic Region
knowledge/history

audio book + script In EN + Video (2000
EUR+ editing!)

9

5. Experience Tourism =Resonance
Tourism=Storytelling

webinar story telling (Monika Górska:
10.000 1 seminar, 6 a 2,5 h sessions
(max. 25-30 participants) Target group:
Guides from different regions

6. Language education

A phrase book (3 languages: German,
Polish, Swedish)
--- TOOLBOX

7. Multilingual tool / guiding
systems
8. Entrepreneurial knowledge and
working conditions
9. Leadership skills and techniques = physical course to test presentation
Communication and presentation techniques
technics
Video (good + bad examples) --TOOLBOX

10. Sustainable tourism and tourism
industry worldwide

physical course/webinar

11. Social Media Skills

webinar
4h per group (15 per group) = 30 guides
in total , EN , mixed groups (different
regions)

Table 3.1 Johanna cruise guide education programme - overview topics

As part of the implementation of professional tourist guide training in the JOHANNA
project, 10 main themes of the educational programme were
established. Their selection and substantive development to a large extent will allow
to educate professional tourist staff, prepared in relation to expectations of
demanding guests (tourists), using their services.
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3.2 Knowledge about the cruise industry
The topic of this part of the training presents the specificity of the industry and the
work related to the customer service of cruise ships. A particularly important
element of this specificity is the identification, indication and explanation of
differences in the perception and use of this type of tourist space, depending on
nationality or experience in this type of travelling.
Knowledge of the recipient's expectations from the provision of guiding services is
one of the most important elements of the work of a region's tourism interpreter.
Tourists choosing cruise-tours as a form of spending free time, recreation or even
getting to know the surrounding world, similarly to any other target group of
recipients, have specific requirements and, due to high costs of travelling, expect
professional and high level (sometimes almost individual) service. Properly prepared
and administered knowledge is therefore an essential element of cruise-tourism
guide education.
Safety (including health) is one of the most important elements determining the
shape and volume of tourism. Contemporary and tourism, especially in the postCOVID era, requires knowledge of specific regulations, restrictions and application of
safe travel principles. In a particular form this applies to cruise ships. Proper training
of a group of guides in this respect is therefore one of the key tasks of the JOHANNA
educational project.

Photo 3.1 (© Unsplash – Ray Harrington)
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3.3 COVID19
The pandemic period has decisively affected social behaviour and the nature and
safety of space. It has not only contributed to changes in the perception of mass
tourism but has significantly altered the way we communicate and experience the
world around us. In order to maintain the highest quality of service for guests, while
not depriving them of the opportunity to travel and experience the places they visit,
it is necessary to know and comply with all safety and sanitary rules present in
individual ports and tourist destinations.
The ability to behave in different (including emergency) situations and knowledge of
regulations and rules of sanitary travel are also part of the training of professional
tourist guides, especially in the context of cruise-tourism and group safety.

Photo 3.2 (© Unsplash – Belinda Fewings)
1. Local knowledge
One of the most important elements of a guide's work is the ability to identify and
present the local specificity of a visited region, city or site. Despite many similarities,
often similar types of tourist attractions, each destination has its own distinctive
features and character, which strengthens its attractiveness and uniqueness.
Local cultural, linguistic, historical or geographical conditions strongly influence the
unique character of a place. Therefore, their proper interpretation depends on the
guide's own skills, who, knowing the regional cultural code, will be able to point out
its meaning and present it to the visitors in an appropriate way. Knowledge of the
local distinctiveness of the landscape (cultural and natural) is therefore an essential
element of regional education and a key stage in the preparation of professional
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tourist guides.
2. South Baltic Region knowledge/history
A special form of regional education mentioned above is in the case of the JOHANNA
project the detailed knowledge of the cultural and natural landscape of the South
Baltic Region. The necessary skills of tourist guides include knowledge not only of
the history or significance of individual objects and cities of cruise-tourism
destinations, but also of their interrelationships, their common history, the
conditions shaping their landscape, as well as the specificity of the cross-border
space of the Baltic Sea Region. This region, often perceived as marginal in the
context of global, European tourism, nevertheless has an original and unique
character, developed through centuries of joint activities between the communities
living there.
Elements differentiating individual
destinations within the South Baltic Region
(examples)
- linguistic diversity
- religious diversity (Catholicism, Orthodoxy,
Protestantism)
- degree of preservation of historical
buildings to the present day
- cultural diversity of Scandinavian, German
and Slavic communities - translating into
traditions, regional cuisine, spirituality and
lifestyle
- different mentality of societies inhabiting
particular parts of the Region

Factors affecting common character
of destinations within the South
Baltic Region (examples)
- post-glacial landscape formed after
the last glaciation - similarity of land
forms and natural landscape
- similar climatic conditions which
translates into similarities of
settlement, lifestyle and regional
cuisine
- influence of Scandinavian travellers
and conquerors (Vikings) on the
culture of the region
- the cultural landscape formed
during the time of the Hanseatic
League
- similarities in architecture (brick
Gothic), urban layout of towns, etc.
- the influence of the former
Pomeranian Duchy on the South
Baltic area - the dukes of the Griffin
dynasty, e.g. Eric of Pomerania and
his importance in southern
Scandinavia
- shared history, both in a negative
context (the PomeranianBrandenburg wars, the PolishSwedish war, the Thirty Years' War
and World War II) and a positive one
(merchant links, dynastic
connections, maritime contacts and
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Baltic shipping)
- cross-border cultural routes
building bridges between individual
cities, destinations and parts of the
region - including the European
Brick Gothic Route, the Cistercian
Route, the Way of St James, the
Way of St Olaf, the Griffin Route etc.
Table 3.2. Differences and common character of destinations within the South Baltic
Region
3. Experience Tourism – Resonance Tourism – Storytelling
Contemporary tourism brings with it many demands and expectations from
potential visitors. Increasingly, tourists expect to be involved in the process of
exploring and experiencing a destination. Traditional sightseeing and passive
exploration of places are now being replaced by unconventional forms of education
and cognition. In recent years many forms of experiential tourism have emerged,
involving and using modern interpretative tools - storytelling, narrative sightseeing,
questing, geo-caching, historical reconstructions or urban games (URBI-GAMES). It is
the experience of space that nowadays constitutes an added value in tourism, and
not only a well-organised branded tourist product.
Digitalization and new opportunities for developing virtual tourist space are some of
major challenges faced by the contemporary tourism. The challenges apply chiefly to
in-situ versus virtual experience of a destination. This distinctly enhances
attractiveness and creates new interpretation of tourist activities, especially in
cultural and heritage tourism (including natural tourism). From the point of view of
regional tourism, the digitalization of resources, introduction of modern technology
for interpretation and expanding accessibility to versatile personalized information
open unprecedented opportunities to exploit new, previously inaccessible
resources.
The demand for more personalized tourist offer, its unique nature and
competition with similar products available in the world have forced changes in the
operation of the tourism market and large-scale creativity in tourist offers and
products. One of major challenges is the relevant interpretation of tourist space and
its resources. The interpretation should not only encourage tourists to encounter
destinations, but perhaps primarily to trigger creative thinking, provoke deeper
interest in a topic, and consequently stimulate desire to experience the reality,
which is the ultimate goal of the contemporary cultural tourism. Relevant
interpretation of a destination helps to understand genius loci of a place, discover its
meaning and links with other elements of information conveyed, as well as
encourages active engagement of a tourist in the cognitive process. The involvement
in the creation of a tourist offer gives much satisfaction and significantly boosts
interest in a given location.
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Photo 3.3 (© Facebook – Kasia Jackowska)
4. Language education
Fluency in language skills and the ability to use it freely during a guiding and
destination’s interpretation is one of the characteristics keys of a good guide. Even
the best prepared stories and tourist guiding tools can be undermined by poor
language skills of the interpreter and lack of fluent communication with visitors.
As part of the JOHANNA project guides' training, specialized language
workshops are planned to not only supplement the vocabulary on tourism and
tourist attractions of the destination, but also to improve communication skills and
create stories in a foreign language more freely.
5. Entrepreneurial knowledge and working conditions
Entrepreneurship and the socio-economic dimension of a tourist guide's work is very
often overlooked in the tourism industry process of training. This subsequently
results in a lack of skills in tourism product creation and management.
Planning, organization, and management of tourist space is nowadays the
task not only of organizers and tour operators, but also of destination interpreters
themselves, guides and leaders having direct contact with the group. It is therefore
necessary to know about tourism infrastructure, its types and ways of use, forms of
employment in the tourism industry, types of contracts, as well as the division of
competences and tasks of individual professional groups in tourism.
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Photo 3.4 (©Unsplash - Thijs Kremers)

6. Leadership skills and techniques / Communication and presentation technics
A contemporary tour guide is, on the one hand, a showcase, ambasadeur of a place
or a destination but, on the other hand, interprets the region and its values, being a
competent, polite and empathetic person – with leadership qualities. Working under
stress, the necessity to react quickly, make decisions and solve potential conflicts
with travel participants, additionally contributes mistakes made by the guide during
his/her work.
The training programme for guides should therefore include elements of
group work, body language (gestures, postures, ways of eye contact, etc.) and social
communication. Also important there are ways of setting up the group, guiding it,
eye contact and the extent of physical contact (especially in this time of COVID19
restrictions). An extremely important part of the training is the use of the
microphone and/or sound system used by the guide (e.g. tour-guide systems) as
well as the ability to use digital tools.
7. Social Media skills
Social media skills and self-promotion are among the important characteristics of an
active tourist guide. These tools significantly contribute to attracting customers,
promoting one's own activities and activities in the tourism space (both digital and
real). Particularly high intensification of activity in social media can be observed
during the COVID19 pandemic era.
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Photo 3.5 (© Unsplash – Saulo Mohanai)
8. Sustainable tourism and tourism industry worldwide
Last but not least, tourism development under conditions of sustainable
development is a topic raised during the training of guides within the JOHANNA
project. It concerns not only narrowly understood sustainability in the context of
nature conservation and the impact of social activities on the surrounding
environment, but above all broadly understood aspects of interdependence
between users of the landscape (cultural and natural) and the environment and the
local community. The themes of climate change, biodiversity and ecological and
social sustainability, which is the highest value and asset of visited places around the
world, will be discussed.
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Photo 3.6 (© info@paperheroes.de)

Target group guide education courses
Main aim if Johanna is to better qualify target groups with tailor made qualification
and training modules. Target group are students, part-time employees/parental
leave. Within Johann SCS products have been implemented in the SBS. However, a
lack of qualified staff in the SBS becomes a risk factor for a long-term successful
economic development. This is the result of a survey in JOHANN. Only if more skilled
workforce will be available the development will be sustainable and cruise lines will
not
exclude
SB
destinations
from
their
itineraries
again.
An exchange of guides between regions solves the problem of having not enough
guides in seasonal peaks with a high demand of guides with different qualification.
The exchange requires joint qualifications and standardized expertise and skills.
Within JOHANNA 80 guides will be qualified, 15 persons qualified with train the
trainer approach and 30 students will participate at the seminar and get a respective
certificate. The professional guide training program will be implemented by further
tourist offices. The education will be provided to guides from all JOHANNA project
partner countries (Sweden, Germany, Poland) and will take place through webinars
and practical cross-border field workshops.
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3.4 Guide education programme Wismar
Wismar distinguishes by the fact that it is a medieval township with monumental
brick churches and charming gabled houses. Short ways and a harbour with direct
access to the main touristic points of interest provide a gangway into the UNESCO
World Heritage for cruise ships coming from all over the world. Moreover, the cruise
liner moorage is located in comfortable close proximity to Wismar’s unique old
town, so cruise guests can reach touristic highlights within walking distance. Cruise
guests can discover one of the best-preserved medieval town centres in northern
Germany on foot or in buses. The monumental brick churches – St. George, St. Mary
and St. Nicolas - are unique instances of red brick gothic architecture of the southern
Baltic region. In this context, a brief overview on the number of cruise calls and
related passengers will be provided in figure 2.

Photo 3.7: Wismar from a bird perspective (©Tourist Information Wismar; Photo:
Maignpix)
2018
Cruise Guests
5,124
Calls of Cruise 9
ships

2019
3,840
7

2020
420
3

2021
1,227
5 (as of 7
October 2021;
2 more calls
planned)
Table 3.3: Overview on calls and related passenger numbers (Source: Hafenamt
Wismar)
Wismar encourages welcoming small and medium-sized cruise ships. Not least due
to cruise tourism, the demand for qualified tour guides showing visitors from all over
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the world Wismar’s most exciting sides as a UNESCO World Heritage destination has
increased noticeably. The Tourist Information Wismar is closely working together
with the local guide association consisting of 32 active members, whereby the
average age of city guides is 70 years. Since the pandemic, several tour guides either
quit working as a guide or wished to reduce the number of assigned jobs. With the
existing pool of tour guides it becomes more and more challenging to meet the
demand not only for public city tours and themed city tours but also for city tours
offered in English and further foreign languages like Spanish, French or Dutch. These
trends consequently lead to a fundamental need for new qualified tour guides. The
last course, the Tourist Information Wismar has offered to become a tour guide
started in October 2013.
In the framework of JOHANNA, the current guide education programme in Wismar
started in the end of last year in 2020 and will be completed in January 2022 when
the certificates will be handed out to the participants in a formal and festive
framework. The guide education programme imparts basics and expertise for the
job as a tour guide and is intended to qualify future guides also supra-regionally and
according to equal standards. The programme is targeting at students, active tour
guides, but likewise at pensioners and employees interested in becoming a tour
guide. Special emphasis is also set on the group of persons with diverse foreign
language skills.
Throughout the phase of conceptualization and development, the Tourist
Information Wismar strongly referred to the guide qualification manual and the
guidebook for tour guides - qualification according to European standard DIN EN
15565 published by the Federal Association of Tour Guides in Germany. These
publications provided a profound and decent understanding and leading guidelines
for tour guide training according to European standards. When setting the premises
and framework for the contents of the guide education programme, the Tourist
Information Wismar also integrated recommendations of qualified tour guides that
have already completed a guide training themselves successfully.
The following chapter will elaborate the holistic approach and concept the Hanseatic
City of Wismar applied throughout the cruise guide education training to enable
participants to conduct qualified tours. At the end of the programme, the
participants receive the qualification of a certified tour guide when successfully
completed.
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Photo 3.8. Typical picture of tourists in Wismar at the marketplace (©Tourist
Information Wismar; Photo: A. Rudolph)
There are four major topics the training is supposed to cover:
•
•
•
•

General & region specific contents
Knowledge about cruise tourism
Business knowledge and working conditions
Leadership skills and leadership technologies

During the kick-off held on 19 December 2020, the Tourist Information Wismar
informed the participants about the time frame of training programme as well as all
relevant contents the participants are going to achieve throughout the training. All
module courses and lecturers in charge have been introduced to the participants.
Also, the participants were given the chance to ask questions of organizational
nature. Initially, the theoretical training was intended to take place in face-to-face
lecture sessions but due to the pandemic the first six sessions were set up as online
module.
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Implementation of theoretical training
On behalf of the Tourist Information Wismar, the local education provider WINGS
got involved into the implementation of theoretical guide education programme.
WINGS is one of Germany's leading distance learning providers and a medium-sized
company with more than 100 employees and around 600 lecturers. The training
started in April 2021 and ended in June 2021. The training got implemented in
hybrid form. Therefore, digital webinars alternated with modules held in presence.
All sessions got recorded so participants were given the chance to have access to the
contents at any time and in any place. By the recordings, the Tourist Information
Wismar can assure a common base of learning standard also regarding contents.
The course covers a wide range of topics, including city history, monument
preservation, world heritage status, art history, building research, the economic
significance of tourism, and the tourism office as a client. Participants are taught
contents such as self-taught research on new topics, law and taxes, service quality,
customer expectations, cruise tourism, leading cruise guests, and leadership skills
and techniques. All 10 modules were held in German.

Photo 3.9 First lecture module “Guiding cruise guests” with lecturer Karin Schatzberg at the premises
of WINGS (©Tourist Information Wismar; Photo: Stefanie Arlt, WINGS)

Throughout the theoretical guide education programme, the following 10 modules
of practice-oriented professional qualifications and interdisciplinary skills are taught:
(A) Guiding cruise guests (6 hrs.)
Module description:
In the 1st module the lecturer provides a short introduction on cruise tourism and
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encourages a personal introduction round of attendees. The following contents are
covered more in detail: Special aspects of cruise tourists (different profiles,
nationalities, and travelling interests), programming and implementation of touring
when going ashore, soft facts on tour guides, USP of Wismar.
(B) City history / Art history (6 hrs.)
Module description:
In the 2nd module the lecturer provides insights and knowledge dealing with the
following topics: Red brick gothic architecture, architectural aspects by means of
ground floors of churches St. Mary, St. George, St. Nicolas, specifications of religious
items and figures in churches and derived meanings and values (manifestations).
(C) Preservation of historical monuments, building research, gabled houses (6
hrs.)
Module description:
In the 3rd module the lecturer provides insights and knowledge dealing with the
following topics: Preservation of historical monuments, specifications of heritage
area & world heritage, current developments concerning individual buildings in
Wismar, signages in the context of preservation, financial assistance in the context
of preservation purposes, world heritage convention, regulations for listed buildings
and monuments, protective measures in the context of preservation, case-by-case
reviews on selected monuments for Wismar, documentation of restorations, shanty
houses and gabled houses, Wismar during the Swedish era.
(D) City history / Art history (6 hrs.)
Module description:
In the 4th module, the lecturer provides an introduction to the SCHABBEL, the city's
historic museum, and furthermore covers the following contents; SCHABBELL's
objectives, historic tour through the SCHABBELL, historical personalities such as
Heinrich Schabbell, Klaus Störtebeker, Till Eulenspiegel, Philipp Brandin,
presentation of SCHABBELL's image film, virtual tour through the museum, selected
exhibition objects, development of the museum, the Hanseatic period, the Swedish
era, industrialization phase.
(E) Guiding cruise guests, guiding skills and presentation techniques (6 hrs.)
Module description:
In the 5th module the lecturer provides insights and knowledge dealing with the
following topics: Cruise guests and their expectations, time management,
preparational aspects before meeting the guests, aspects of tour programming,
duties related to the tour, leading / guiding techniques, presentation techniques
(rhetorical aspects, body language, use of voice, physical appearance and dress
code, use of voice, Do's & Don’ts for male & female cruise guides, communication
techniques, dealing with groups (on tour, occurring accidents / lost guests), best
practices and recommendations when dealing with difficult groups.
(F) Specific and entrepreneurial knowledge (4 x 1.5 hrs = 6 hrs.)
Module description:
In the 6th module the lecturer provides insights and knowledge dealing with the
following topics: Economic importance of tourism, tourism as an economic factor,
working with Wismar Tourist Information Wismar, service quality & customer
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expectations, quality control, independent research of new topics, law & taxes.
(G) World heritage / Urban development / world heritage site Wismar (6 hrs.)
Module description:
In the 7th module the lecturer provides insights and knowledge dealing with the
following topics: World Heritage Status, Excursion through the World Heritage
House Wismar, Management plan for the UNESCO World Heritage Site Wismar,
UNESCO Expert Advisory Board of Wismar, urban development, ISEC, subsequent to
the theoretical lecture part, a demonstration session is offered to participants in
terms of a tour through the World Heritage House, next to the Tourist Information
Wismar, as well as a brief tour along the old town.
(H) Knowledge about the cruise industry (6 hrs.)
Module description:
In the 8th module the lecturer provides overall knowledge about the cruise industry,
discusses with the group differences and particularities concerning river cruises and
sea cruises, related expectations of cruise guests in terms of differing target groups,
what they like/ dislike.
(I) City history (6 hrs.)
Module description:
In the 9th module the lecturer provides general knowledge covering the following
fields: City history, beginnings of the city's development, Wismar as part of the
Hanseatic league, decline of the Hanseatic league, reformation period in Wismar,
monasteries of Wismar, Wismar during the 30 year war, the peace treaty of
Osnabrück, inclusion of Wismar in the world heritage list, further recommended
literature, personalities of Wismar, honorary citizens, Wismar says.
(J) Preservation of historical monuments, building research gabled houses (6 hrs.)
Module description:
In the 10th module the lecturer provides general knowledge covering the following
fields and topics: Preservation of historical monuments, building research gabled
houses, followed by a demonstration session in terms of a building inspection.
= Total of 60 hrs.
At the end of each module, a Q&A session is offered by the lecturer followed by an
announcement of exam question(s) and recommendation of literature. All 10
modules taken together make up 60 hours of theoretical lecture time. For each
theoretical module the lecturer in charge is handing one or more exam questions or
tasks to the participants. Each participant than has three weeks of preparation time
before sending it to the lecturers. In terms of minimum requirements the
prerequisite of passing and not-passing had been set. Further details in this context
can be drawn from the table provided in figure 5.
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Table 3.4 Realization of theoretical training; Source: Tourist Information Wismar;
Photo: Created by the author
The online module sessions were implemented by means of the online meeting tool
and platform Adobe Connect provided by WINGS. Adobe Connect is a meeting
solution that goes beyond simple webcam and screen sharing communications. It
enables users to have a live, interactive conference. The meeting room is a
persistent online virtual space to hold meetings. It consists of various panels (pods)
and layouts. In the meeting room, attendees can share computer screens or files,
communicate in chats, stream audio and video, and participate in interactive online
activities. Figure 6 presents the starting page of the platform Adobe Connect when
participants log on to join in the lecture session.
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Photo 3.10 Learning platform Adobe Connect used in Wismar
The box below provides the timeframe of a typical lecture day on a Saturday:
Course of a lecture day:
9:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 11:10
11:10 - 13:10
13:10 - 13:30
13:30 - 15:30

1st Lecture Block
Break
2nd Lecture Block
Lunch break
3rd Lecture Block

The lecturer can deviate individually from
this.
Table 3.5 Example for a typical lecture day
Implementation of Practical Training
In addition to the theoretical training, there is a 38-lesson practical component
basically consisting of tour guide shadowing during booked city tours, exercise tours
in closed groups, and tandem tours in open groups with guests. The box below
provides a broad overview on the stages of practical training, whereby the level of
enrolment increases continually.
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(0) Guided tour with all interested participants at Kick-off event on 19 Dec. 2020 (2 hrs)
– tour afterwards skipped
(A) 5 Hospitations (10 hrs.)
Participants shadowing skilled tour guides
(B) 3 Exercise tours in closed groups “Public Guided City Tour” (9 hrs.):
Participants with approx. 10-12 mins of presentation time & subsequent feedback
(C) 3 Exercise tours in closed groups “Maritime Guided City Tour” (9 hrs.):
Participants with approx. 10-12 mins of presentation time & subsequent feedback
(D) 2 Tandem tours for guest groups (6 hrs.)
Participant leads alone, a guide lecturer accompanies & gives feedback afterwards
In subsequence of the exam tour, additional tandem tours are offered to participants
(E) Examination tour (2 hrs.)
= Total of 38 hrs.
*Time frame for (B), (C) and (D) include feedback discussions.
The practical guide training started in August 2021 and ends in December 2021. For
the hospitation tours, each participant is supposed to attend in 5 guided tours.
Therefore, six guide lecturers in charge provide the guided tours either on
Wednesdays and/or Saturdays. Each participant has the possibility to observe and
accompany different city guides to have a bigger variety and diversified input. By
that, the prospect tour guide will conceptualize his own individual tours.
In the next stage, participants take on exercise tours in closed groups accompanied
by a skilled tour guide. Therefore, two different tours have been conceptualized
under collaboration of experienced tour guides: “Maritime Guided City Tour” and
“Public Guided City Tour”

Example Tour for “Maritime Guided City Tour”
1) Start: Tourist Information – World Heritage
House
2) Old Harbor (Brewery, Grube, Altes Gewölbe)
3) St. Nicolas church, Frische Grube
4) Schabbell
5) Hopfenmarkt, Krämerstraße
Table 3.6 Example Tour for “Maritime Guided City Tour”
The stops 1) to 5) represent points of special touristic interest that should be
covered in each exercise tour. If the participant wishes to stop at other places in
between, he or she is welcome to do so. Participants will become much more
actively involved in terms of holding short presentations about assigned sights or
monuments taking 10 to 12 minutes.
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Throughout the tandem tours, each participant will have his own group and is
managing the whole tour on his own. An experienced tour guide will observe the
tour and is able to intervene in case the participants require further assistance. Each
stage of practical training unit is complemented by a feedback session to provide
immediate advice to the participants. In order to document the developments of
each participant, evaluation forms for both stages, exercice tours (B) + (C) and
tandem tours (D) have been generated based on predefined evaluation criteria such
as rhetoric and didactics, guide techniques, storytelling or correctness of speech
contents regarding historical dates and others (compare figure 7). The training is
concluded with a two-hour examination tour.

Photo 3.11 Evaluation forms as a tool to assess participant’s development (©Tourist
Information Wismar; Photo: Sebastian Möller)
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Photo 3.12 Participants during a “Maritime Guided City Tour” in front of Tourist
Information (©Tourist Information Wismar, Photo: Sebastian Möller)

Photo 3.13 Participants during exercise tour; (©Tourist Information Wismar; Photo:
Sebastian Möller)
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3.5 Guide education programme Rügen
Guide education programme Rügen, Stralsund und Rostock
The project partners Mukran Port and the University of Applied Sciences Stralsund
worked together with the company vip hansetouring from Rostock in the design,
promotion and development of the local guide programme for the Rügen, Stralsund
and Rostock in northern Germany. Vip hansetouring is one of the leading companies
in the region in the field of cruise services and shore excursions, with more than 25
years on the German market and vast experience in cruise guide training. The
purpose of this joint work was to combine practical experience with regional
knowledge and theoretical foundation, in order to create a program suitable for
both the general target group of the project (part-time employees, persons on
parental leave, pensioners, etc.) and university students.
The program comprises 43 hours of theoretical and practical training, independent
work and examination. It is planned to start in autumn 2021 and will take place in
the facilities of the University of Applied Sciences Stralsund (HOST).
Contents of the programme
Table 3.7 presents a summary of the contents to be taught in the guide education
programme for Rügen, Stralsund and Rostock.
ACTIVE
LECTURE

PRACTICAL
TRAINING

TIME (Min)

TIME (Min)

TOPIC /TITLE

LECTURE
(COMPANY/
ORGANISATION)

Introduction

120,00

Mukran Port, HOST & vip
hanse touring

History, facts and
general theory

240,00

vip hanse touring

Presentation, guiding
and communication
techniques - Theory

240,00

vip hanse touring

Independent work /
Task

120,00

Course participants
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Practice tour: Stralsund
part 1

240,00

Discussion and analysis
of the practice tour

240,00

Being a cruise guide:
Shore excursions and
cooperation with bus
companies

180,00

Independent work /
Task
Practice tour: Stralsund
part 2

60,00

Practice tour: Bus tour
in the Island of Rügen

vip hanse touring

vip hanse touring

60,00

vip hanse touring

120,00

Course participants

180,00

vip hanse touring

360,00

vip hanse touring

Legal framework

120,00

vip hanse touring

Theoretical
examination

60,00

HOST & vip hanse touring

Practical examination

Brush-up seminar

120,00

120,00

vip hanse touring

Closure of the
programme
TOTAL TIME

vip hanse touring

Mukran Port, HOST & vip
hanse touring
1.380

1.200

Table 3.7 Summary of the cruise guide education programme for Rügen, Stralsund
and Rostock

Promotion and advertising
To attract the participants to the Cruise guide education program, following steps
were taken:
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1. Creation of a homepage https://johannaprojekt.wixsite.com/cruiseguide
with information about the local program, requirements for the participation
and registration form:

Photo 3.14 Screenshots of the homepage for promoting the local programme of
Rügen, Stralsund and Rostock
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2. Creation of a flyer for distribution at the University of Applied Sciences, the
tourism offices of Sassnitz and Stralsund, and a busy shopping centre in
Stralsund:

Photo 3.15 Promotion flyer for the local programme of Rügen, Stralsund and
Rostock - Front side
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Photo 3.16 Promotion flyer for the local programme of Rügen, Stralsund and
Rostock - Back side
3. Social Media promotion on Mukran Port Instagram account:

Photo 3.17 Promotional post on Instagram for the local programme of Rügen,
Stralsund and Rostock
4. Article at the local newspaper “Ostsee-Zeitung”:
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Photo 3.18 Article at a local newspaper for promoting the for the local programme
of Rügen, Stralsund and Rostock
5. Direct contact of students of the University of Applied Sciences Stralsund
through internal round mails, posters and word-of-mouth marketing.
After these actions were undertaken, a total of 27 participants have registered for
the course.
Current development and perspectives
Considering the spatial limitations of the rooms at the University of Applied
Sciences, particularly regarding the current regulations of the COVID-19 pandemic,
the program has contemplated the participation of up to 30 people. After launching
the advertisement campaign in August 2021, the program acceptance was quite
positive and most seats were filled in the first two weeks. The registrations were
closed at the end of September 2021 with 27 participants.
The kick-off event will take place on October 12th 2021. Further lectures will be held
every two weeks in the evenings, to facilitate the compatibility of the course with
other participants' activities. Between lectures, participants will be provided with
materials for independent study. A brush-up seminar will be offered in April 2022 to
those persons who passed the examinations, in order to guarantee their optimal
preparation before the beginning of the season.
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3.6 Guide education programme Karlskona
Background and organizational matters: The Naval town of Karlskrona was founded
in 1680 to be a strategic important defense of Sweden towards the south Baltic. In
1998 Karlskrona was listed as a World Heritage by the UNESCO and is a popular
summer destination with focus on 18th century history and military features that
attracts visitors mainly from Sweden, Denmark, Germany and Poland but also from
the rest of Europe and North America. Main attractions are the Naval Museum, the
18th century city center, the old town Björkholmen, The allotment garden area of
Brändaholm, the fortress of Kungsholmen and the Old Naval Shipyard/Naval base of
Karlskrona (military restricted areas – available for visits through guided tours)
Karlskrona has been a quite small cruise destination for about 20 years. There is a
political decision taken by the local municipal board in 2003 that we should
continually work active to attract cruise lines to the city. Throughout the years
Karlskrona has slowly grown as a popular up-and-coming cruise destination –
marketed as “Your safe getaway in the Baltics”. The location of the city is perfect for
many cruise lines, with the proximity to other more well-known cruise destinations
such as Copenhagen, Bornholm, Gdynia/Gdansk and Visby (Gotland), Karlskrona is
often used as a “fill out destination”. Despite its size, Karlskrona has a variety of
sights and experiences that attracts the cruise guests, often as a surprise since they
do not expect this. A well-preserved 18th century city with interesting history, scenic
nature experiences, a large archipelago and the fact that the cruise guests arrive
directly in the city are some of the reasons why Karlskrona is popular amongst the
cruise guests, and we have many returnees of both ships and guests. The need of
guides is of course very high to meet the demands at it is crucial that we have an
ongoing recruitment as well as educational plan for them.
Frequent training of both new guides as well as the already certified guides is of
course very important. One of the biggest challenges in Karlskrona concerning cruise
tours is the lack of German speaking guides since Karlskrona the last years has
become a popular cruise destination for German cruise companies. More guides in
general (English- & other language speaking) are also something we have to ensure
as a growing tourism destination. The past two years Covid-19 has affected us all
and the impact for the guide business and cruise business has been large. Very hard
to plan and flexibility has been more important than ever. Adjustments to meet the
restrictions with short notice etc.
The last guide education for new guides in Karlskrona was in 2017, after that we
have only performed further education sessions for the certified guides. Before this
we had guide educations planned for every second year to ensure the growth of our
guide team. The plan was to organize a guide training in autumn 2020, with some
parts connected to the JOHANNA project, but due to the Covid-19 situation this
unfortunately had to be put forward.
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The guide course in Karlskrona is organized and implemented by Visit
Karlskrona/Tourism department Karlskrona Municipality. Cooperation with other
departments within the municipality, the local cruise network “Cruise Karlskrona”,
local stakeholders, external local guide companies and sights. External trainers for
some parts of the education (languages, CPR and Storytelling)
The training is held in Swedish except for the language education and joint webinars
within the project that will be held in English (or other languages with transcription
to English). Karlskrona guide education is a combination of lectures, practical
trainings, webinars (within the JOHANNA project) and study visits.
Karlskrona aims on cooperation within the JOHANNA project as well as participating
in offered educations organized by Cruise Baltic, Cruise Europe connected to guide
and/or cruise business. We are also a part of the ambassador education/exchange
conducted by the follow-up project of DUNC (Karlskrona and Southern Öland).
Target group and focus of the guide education:
The focus on the education is towards the cruise business and how to teach
professional cruise guides and staff. Being a good guide can be very different from
being a good cruise guide… The most interesting part is the cooperation and joint
educational part within the JOHANNA project that makes it possible to carry out
advanced education that wouldn´t be possible otherwise financially for smaller
destinations. The tutorial material that we produce within the project can be reused for several years to come, both for partner destinations as well as other
destinations without any costs. User-friendly and easily accessible since it is digital.
One of the biggest reasons why our guide education can be interesting for other
destinations is also that they get a “manual” in how to arrange their own education,
contact with us for further assist and also to open up for future cooperation
concerning exchanges etc.

No. Topic /title

Introduction

Active
lecture
time
(min)

120,00

Practical
Lecture
training
(Company/
time
Organisation)
(min)
Edna Ozuna &
Werner Gronau
(University of
Applied Sciences
Stralsund) / Yana
Grundke (Mukran
Port) / Ines Lenz
& Jessica Köhler
(vip hanse

Content
General presentation
of the JOHANNA
project, its objectives
and partner
organizations.
Introduction to the
training concept, the
contents of the
course, scope,
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touring)

1

History, facts
and
general 240,00
theory

2

Presentation,
guiding
and
communication 240,00
techniques –
Theory

schedule and expected
outcomes. Personal
introduction round of
the lecturers and
attendees. [Calendar
Week 41 / 2021]
(a) General knowledge
of the region: legal,
political, educational,
social and health
systems. Social and
demographic
development,
intercultural issues,
customs and traditions
(festivals, food and
drink). (b) German
history: east-west
conflict, German
division, history and
structure of the GDR.
Ines Lenz &
(c) Regional nature:
Jessica Köhler (vip
geography and
hanse touring)
geology, weather,
flora and fauna (d)
Specific knowledge of
the region: dialect,
regional economy,
leisure, recreation,
entertainment, sports,
important
personalities and
celebrities. (e)
Regional history:
Hanseatic period and
Brick Gothic in
Stralsund and Rügen.
[CW 42 / 2021]
(a) Presentation
techniques: rhetoric,
Ines Lenz &
use of voice,
Jessica Köhler (vip pronunciation, style,
hanse touring)
body language, facial
expression and
gestures, posture,
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3

Independent
work / Task

120,00

4

Practice tour:
Stralsund part
1

240,00

personal appearance
and behavior. (b)
Communication
techniques: basics of
communication,
adapting to the
audience, interaction
skills, dealing with
questions, adapting to
environmental
conditions, volume,
choice of location. (c)
Structure of a guided
tour: structuring and
linking information,
focus on the visual,
use of visual aids. (d)
Dealing with groups:
positioning of the
guide and the group,
group dynamics,
manners and
impartiality, dealing
with conflicts and
emergencies: [CW 44 /
2021]
Participants are
requested to prepare a
Course
1-hour overview tour
participants
of Stralsund, based on
the instructed content.
[CW 45 / 2021]
Participants are
divided into three
groups, each group is
led by one of the
professional guides
Ines Lenz &
and go in separate
Jessica Köhler (vip tours around the city.
hanse touring)
Each participant must
perform at least one of
the stations of the
tour, following the
indications of the
professional guide and
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5

Discussion and
analysis of the 240,00
practice tour

6

Being a cruise
guide:
Shore
excursions and
180,00
cooperation
with
bus
companies

60,00

considering the
already prepared
overview tour. All
groups will be filmed
for later joint
discussion and
analysis. [CW 46 /
2021]
The whole class
together with the
professional guides
watch the three videos
of the practice tour in
Ines Lenz &
Stralsund, in order to
Jessica Köhler (vip identify best practices,
hanse touring)
possible mistakes (do's
and don'ts) and get
feedback on how to
improve the individual
performance. [CW 48 /
2021]
(a) Cruise guiding:
cruise companies and
ships (visit included),
intercultural
competence, guest
expectations, guide
appearance (b)
Cooperation with bus
companies: tour
procedure, time
Ines Lenz &
management,
Jessica Köhler (vip
dispatch, cooperation
hanse touring)
with bus driver and
colleagues, feedback
from tour operator,
emergency
management, eguide), tour content
and supplier overview.
(c) What to consider
regarding Covid-19.
[CW 49 / 2021]
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7

Independent
work / Task

120,00

8

Practice tour:
Stralsund part 60,00
2

180,00

9

Practice tour:
Bus tour in the
Island of Rügen

360,00

10

Legal
framework

120,00

Considering the
feedback of the first
practice tour and the
contents of the
previous session,
Course
participants must
participants
prepare a 30-minute
bus ride (with
explanations) of a
given route. [CW 50 /
2021]
In the theorical part,
participants and
lecturers review the
prepared tour
schedule and make
corresponding
Ines Lenz &
adjustments. Lecturers
Jessica Köhler (vip present the final
hanse touring)
schedule and explain
additional issues to
take into account
when carrying out the
tour. Afterwards, the
practical part begins.
[CW 50 / 2021]
Lecturers and
participants travel
through the island of
Rügen, visiting the
Ines Lenz &
most important
Jessica Köhler (vip landmarks and
hanse touring)
learning about
particular issues to
keep in mind when
performing tours
there. [CW 2 / 2022]
(a) Relevant laws and
taxes. (b) Labor issues
of cruise guides in
Ines Lenz (vip
Germany: work
hanse touring)
conditions, selfemployment,
operational planning,
remuneration. (c) Final
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discussion, questions.
[CW 4 / 2022]

11

Theoretical
examination

12

Practical
examination

13

Brush-up
seminar

14

Closure of the
programme

Edna Ozuna &
Werner Gronau
(University of
Applied Sciences
Stralsund)

60,00

120,00

120,00

Multiple choice
questionnaire for
evaluation of the
theoretical contents.
[Date: to be defined]
Participants must be
prepared for a guided
tour in Stralsund.
Together with the
Ines Lenz &
examiners, they walk
Jessica Köhler (vip
through the city and
hanse touring)
are selected randomly
to perform a given
station of the tour.
[April 2022]
Seminar to recap all
learned contents and
to review current
Ines Lenz &
developments (e.g.
Jessica Köhler (vip
Covid-19 regulations)
hanse touring)
and most recent tours
for the 2022 season.
[CW 17 / 2022]
Edna Ozuna &
Werner Gronau
(University of
Applied Sciences Awarding of
Stralsund) / Yana certificates to
Grundke (Mukran participants. [Date: to
Port) / Ines Lenz be defined]
& Jessica Köhler
(vip hanse
touring)

Total time:
1.380
1.200
Tabele 3.8 Cruise guide education program Rügen, Stralsund and Rostock
The guide education in Karlskrona is for all kinds of guides but with focus on cruise
guides. Hopefully we can educate all participants in being both.
Since we have been in pandemic times with a lot of restrictions concerning gathering
people, Karlskrona has not yet set the dates for the new course and therefore not
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advertised officially. But the information has been spread mouth to mouth and we
already have approx. 6 interested “guides to be”, just waiting for the education to
start.
Certification to become a World Heritage Guide includes. 3 different written
assignments. Preparing and producing a tour, this tour is implemented and carried
out for the group of students as well as the "Certification jury".
After completed these tasks the guide will be certified as a “World Heritage Guide in
Karlskrona”.

When qualified as a World Heritage Guide in Karlskrona, the guides are ready to take
much any assignment for Visit Karlskrona, BUT this is very individual, first season we
usually use the new certified guides for simpler tours to give them a chance to adapt
and train themselves.
They receive a Diploma and a printed name tag (foiled) with name of the guide and
flags for the languages spoken by the guide, to use on guide assignments.
See pictures:

Photo 1.18 Certificate handed to Karlskrona guides
Follow-up activities: We have regular training every spring before the summer
season starts (not during Covid-19), with safety education connected to guide tours
within military restricted areas, news/information about coming season, some
refreshment
of
knowledge/study
visits
and
social
interaction.
Every autumn we have a follow-up meeting with all guides concerning the season
that has been, lecture about something interesting and social interaction
We also have an on-going exchange program with Southern Öland World Heritage
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guides as well as the guide exchange within the JOHANNA project that we hope will
continue after the end of the project.
Except for earning extra money (to work as a guide in Karlskrona is NOT a full time
job), the opportunity to act as an ambassador and host, telling Karlskrona´s amazing
history and showing the wonderful region of Blekinge for guests all over the world is
very satisfying. Personal development and learning is also a factor for our guides.

Photo 3.19 Guided City Walk Karlskrona (© Visit Karlskrona)
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4 Guide Exchange
Programme

Findings and lessons learnt
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INTRODUCTION
Within the JOHANNA project a Guide exchange program with two physical meetings
between guides from the partner areas was planned. Due to the Covid-19 situation,
this plan had to be adapted. In April 2021, a decision was made to arrange a digital
guide exchange instead.
This to make it possible to keep time planning within the project as well as
connecting the guides and use their expertise for future tasks.
PLANNING/WORK PROGRESS
Digital work meetings Karlskrona, Szczecin, Rügen, Wismar and Rostock. Decision
was made to change from physical to digital guide exchange. Proposal of content
and layout for the digital event was presented by Karlskrona. The proposal were
approved by all partners.
The decision was also made to invite 4 experienced cruise guides from each partner
destinations of Karlskrona (SWE), Rügen (DE), Szczecin (PL), Wismar (DE) and
Rostock (DE). The invitation was also extended to include guides from the other
partner destinations Gdynia (PL), Klaipeda (LT) and Stralsund (DE).
The digital platform “Zoom” was chosen as tool for the event, since this was the
most suitable tool for the different parts of the digital exchange; Presentations,
speed-dating and workshop.

Each destination contacted the guides in their destinations to get information about
interest to participate.
A Doodle survey was sent to all participants to find best time forimplementation of
the exchange. Date and time were set to the 7th of June 2021 14:00-17:00
An official invitation was sent out together with link via e-mail to participants.
Two reminders were also sent.
Sound-check – testing functions prior to the exchange. "Lift off" 7th of June 2021
IMPLEMENTATION & CONTENT
In the end 27 persons participated in the exchange from Karlskrona, Rostock,
Stralsund, Rügen, Szczecin, Klaipeda and Wismar.
•
•
•

Introduction and information about the JOHANNA project
Presentation of the different partner destinations (videos)
Speed-dating between all participants
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•
•
•
•

Lecture and Q&A session about the Cruise business and challenges due to
Covid-19
Workshop with topics connected to Guide & Cruise business
Presentation and conclusions regarding the workshop
Future – discussion about how to proceed cooperation

For details see attached invitation/program
PARTICIPANTS
Guides:
Mats Holmer, Karlskrona
Maria Källquist, Karlskrona
Rolf Edwardson, Karlskrona
Christer Karlsson, Karlskrona
Jessica Koehler, Rügen
Ulf Luschas, Rügen
Inez Lenz, Rostock, Stralsund/Rügen
Anne Kirchmann, Rostock
Tomasz Duda, Szczecin
Kamil Birecki, Szczecin
Anita Fleszer, Szczecin
Natalia Seweryn, Szczecin
Roman Lisewski, Wismar
Anneke Jensema, Wismar
Anne Leibold, Wismar
Karin Schatzberg, Wismar
Margarita Mačiūnė, Klaipeda
Speakers:
Moderator and introduction Gunnar Platz, Planco Consulting
Introduction Malin Hagberg-Andersson, Karlskrona Municipality
“Cruise Business” Jörg Jocker, Cruise Gate Hamburg
“Challenges due to Covid-19, Shoreside/Port – the most complex part of the
journey” Liliann Bjerström-Lidén, Karlskrona Municipality
Participating partners:
Alexandras Palauskas, Klaipeda
Constanze Benzel, LP
Marta Borowska, Szczecin
Louisa Sterling, Wismar
Yana Grundke, Rügen
Edna Ozuna, Stralsund
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DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSIBILITY
Karlskrona – Organizer. Content, program and layout of the guide exchange and
invitation, lecturer.
SSI, Klaipeda – Practical and technical issues and support. Sending the invitations,
setting up the Zoom rooms, sound-check etc.
LP Planco Consulting – Moderating the digital guide exchange, engaging guest
lecturer and administrative support.
CONCLUSIONS/LESSONS LEARNED & FUTURE
It is very useful to meet with other destinations – to get inspiration, motivation and
to share information. Learning together - more efficient and sustainable.
All participants thought this cooperation to be useful and important and therefor
something we should continue with.
A second guide exchange will take place spring 2022. Some of the topics wished
from the guides for next exchange are:
• To what extent Is It possible to unify the competences of guides focused on
the Baltic Sea heritage?
• Learning more about the different destinations (Local lectures presenting)
• More speed dating - deeper conversations
• Can we produce a tourism product based on a narrative Interpretation of the
Baltic Sear region and the links between Poland, Germany, Denmark and
Sweden? A shared heritage associated not only with traditions, commerce
and tourism, but also based on the original and authentic history.
• Thematic tours for cruise guests - connecting different destinations
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5
Guiding
International Groups

Translation device test report
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INTRODUCTION
Within the JOHANNA project tests of the multilingual service tool was planned.
VASCO translation device was chosen, tests were carried out in two destinations
Szczecin and Karlskrona. All partners agreed on common approach and guiding
questions.
APPROACH
Questions on the functionality and further use of the device:
Questions on the functionality and further Karlskrona
use of the device

Szczecin

Only simple
phrases.

It depends on
language, but
in general –
simple and
medium
simple
phrases

Can the device cope with specific,
professional vocabulary, mainly related to
the broad tourism and tour operator
industry?

No, it is not
compatible with
specific terms
connected to for
example naval
industry. Phrases
like "going to the
dentist" or "finding
the train station" is
ok.

Unfortunately,
not – only the
basic
professional
vocabulary,
f.ex. customer
service in a
hotel or
restaurant,
directions or
basic tourist
information

Does the device "pick up" colloquial
language terms commonly found in the
travel industry?

The device don´t
pick up more sitespecific words and
names.

No, the device
is not able to
manage the
specific words
and names.

Does the device correctly read the phrases
dictated for translation?

How quickly does the device manage to
translate texts and does this depend on the
language chosen (its prevalence,
popularity, etc.)?

The device Is slow
to pick up text from
languages not often
used. (We tried
Dutch.)

It depends on
language. The
more widely
known
language, the
quicker it can
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be translated.
Does the device translate longer speech?
How long utterances can be translated at
one time?
Is the translation of the spoken content
fluent and grammatically, correct?

Is the device easy to use (has intuitive
software, quick access to the translation
database, etc.)?

Does the device remember the last
translated texts? To what extent?
Does the device "learn" new phrases or
frequently used phrases of speech?

How long can the device operate on a fully
charged battery?

Will the vocabulary grow over time and will
there be any way to update the vocabulary

No longer than
approximately ten
words.

No,
unfortunately
– only 10-15
words
It is fluently spoken It is fluently
but grammatically
spoken but
not always correct. grammatically
not always
correct.
Easy in use but
The device is
much to slow when easy to use,
it comes to the
but in the
translation speed. It work of a
also takes too much guide, when
time to switch from fast reaction
one language to
is needed, it
another.
does not work
due to the
multiplicity of
operations to
be performed
and the
on/off time.
Sometimes.
Stores up to
the last few
tasks
It´s not possible to
Stores only
say after just a
for a short
short period of
time, until the
testing.
device is
switched off
We haven´t tested
The device
it from fully charged can work on a
to empty. But a tour single battery
of 4 hours is no
charge for up
problem.
to 6-8 hours
(with average
use). On a
stand-by it
can last up to
24 hours.
No information
No
information
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or languages (e.g. by uploading appropriate
software)?
Isn't it worth thinking about a headset with
a microphone, for better and easier
communication?

Is it possible to communicate better with
the device when using another foreign
language (which we do not know)? How
can I record a sentence that I want to
translate but is not spoken by a native
speaker of the language area in question?
The device does not recognize incorrectly
read translations.

We can´t see that it This does not
will improve the use affect the
of this device.
operation of
the device,
but makes the
guide's work
easier
This device is not
The device
useful for
works with
communication.
only one
Mainly because it
language per
takes too much
operation.
time to switch
You cannot
between the
change the
languages.
language
during a
conversation.

Table 5.1 Questions on the functionality and further use of the device

Conclusions
The tested device stands out against the background of commonly used mobile
applications or translation software, especially in the context of easy and very
intuitive use and a large number of available languages. Some conclusions arose
during use, which are summarized below, with reference to the functionality,
technical possibilities and usefulness of the device:
1. Advantages/disadvantages of the device with regard to its functionality and
the way it is used:
a) easy and very intuitive to use - there are actually two buttons to move
between languages;
b) large range of languages and quite large (for the purposes of tourism and
basic interpersonal communication - sufficient); even untypical languages
are present, which, however, represent popular tourist regions, e.g.
Catalan
c) small size of the device, allowing to keep it in a pocket for quick access
when needed
d) the battery lasts for quite a long time - if you don't use the device all the
time, the battery lasts for a week;
e) a particular advantage is voice communication - there is no need to type
in phrases for translation; a minor disadvantage (but a disadvantage
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nonetheless) is quite frequent misunderstanding of the dictated phrase,
which translates into wrong or even no translation - you have to repeat it
twice;
f) lack of connectivity to mobile devices, e.g. a watch, which could facilitate
the use of the device in the field (e.g. during a city tour, when the guide's
hands are occupied with narrative material);
2. Advantages/disadvantages of the device with regard to its usefulness in the
work of a tourist guide or tour leader, tour operator:
a) allows language communication without the need to connect to the
internet, access mobile applications and manually type in content; this
communication can also occur in dozens of languages preloaded into the
device memory;
b) small size of the device allows for quick and unobtrusive pulling out of
the device and even using it unnoticed (which is quite important in the
work of a guide);
c) the disadvantage of the device may be that it occasionally hangs during
longer phrases to be translated, especially in less widely spoken
languages (this happened to me several times when translating into
Swedish or Norwegian);
d) lack of a headset or headphone/microphone for more direct
communication while the guide is working; often while we are working,
our hands are busy and it is not possible to use the device;

In the work of a tourist guide, tour-leader, tour operator or local interpreter of
heritage and tourist values, it is essential to be able to speak a foreign language (or
several languages) quickly, comprehensibly and reasonably correctly. It is not only
about the ability to convey and narrate the guide's message in a language
understood by the recipient, but also about the ability to find oneself in emergency
situations, to establish contact with local communities and to be able to move freely
in the space visited. Translator may be helpful for people working in tourist
information centers, unfortunately it doesn't meet high requirements of a tourist
guide work.
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6
Train-the-trainer
concept (TTT) Learning
from ‘JOHANNA’

Handbook for tourism institutions to
develop and
implement successfully guide
education programmes
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6.1 Abstract
Within the framework of the EU-funded project JOHANNA, the project partners
Karlskrona, Stralsund/ Rügen, Szczecin, Rostock and Wismar have developed a stepby-step ‘train-the-trainer’ (TTT) concept in order to create adequate educational
offers for prospective tour guides in the field of cruise tourism.
Within the framework of the EU-funded project JOHANNA, the project partners
Karlskrona, Stralsund/ Rügen, Szczecin, Rostock and Wismar have developed a stepby-step ‘train-the-trainer’ (TTT) concept in order to create adequate educational
offers for prospective tour guides in the field of cruise tourism. Based on this
concept, train-the-trainer seminars can be organized and carried out. The objective
of the TTT seminar is to qualify at least 15 trainers, who in turn will be empowered
to pass on their acquired knowledge to further potential guides-to-be. The following
newly developed TTT concept will enable all partners of the JOHANNA project as
well as external stakeholders having an interest in the implementation of such an
education program. It is important to note that this handbook presents the common
training approach of all partners involved. The fundamental character of the training
approach is nearly the same in all partner destinations. However, the actual
implementation or to say the sequence of educational blocks and involved scope of
contents may differ from partner destination to partner destination depending on
local and regional requirements and demands.
This handbook is designed in a specific manner as a ready-to-use guide so that
future trainers in other tourism (and cruise) destinations will be able to qualify new
guides with a focus on specialized cruise guides. The joint approach of the JOHANNA
project partners also intends to motivate and convince other destinations in the
South Baltic Region (SBR) to adopt this approach so consequently contents of this
train-the-trainer concept will be further used in future. This should nevertheless
fulfil an aspect of sustainability and longevity. Potential regions that would benefit
from gained JOHANNA output are Szczecin, Gdansk, Gdynia, and/ or destinations in
the Klaipeda region. Consequently, student guides of the educational program
should be qualified as professional guides after participating in the programme and
passing the written and practical examination. After having fulfilled the process of
qualification, participants of the training will be certified by the prevailing partner
destination to work as a qualified guide and then be entitled to work as a
professional city guide. The TTT concept aims to be evaluated as a written
documentary of the JOHANNA approach of a cruise guide education program. One
further essential reason why the JOHANNA guide education program can be
interesting for other destinations is also that they get a ‘roadmap’ on how to
arrange their own education, get in contact with the project partners for further
assistance and also to open up for future cooperation concerning exchanges. A
comment on how to work with the handbook: To simplify the understanding of the
guidelines while working with the handbook we like to propose to use the short
term ‘guide’ instead of ‘tour guide’ or ‘cruise guide’. However, when there will be a
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clear necessity to identify differences between the two types of guides, we will
explain that in detail.
Throughout this handbook, adequate checklists and templates will be provided for
further use. Checklists and templates provided in this handbook summarize essential
framework conditions.

6.2 Introduction
The tour guide is an expert. Expert for culture and nature, lifestyles and mentalities
of his city or region. He is the first point of contact for the guests and fulfils a
representative role with regard to the city or landscape visited. A qualified tour
guide therefore combines many qualities: the professional competence in various
fields, distinct service mentality, guest-oriented behaviour, empathy, moderation
skills, eloquence and, above all, coordination skills.
Regardless of the destination, tour guides are in general self-employed. This activity
belongs to the liberal professions. Many tour guides therefore receive their orders
from regional tourism institutions, which illustrates the strong weight that local
tourist information has.
All project partners agree that regular training is of course very important for both
new and already certified guides. One of the biggest challenges in the project
destinations in relation to cruises is the lack of foreign-language tour guides.
Growing tourism destinations dependent on cruise tourism, such as those
predominantly represented in the JOHANNA project partner network, need to
ensure the availability of more guides in general speaking English and/ or other
languages. In addition, the last two years of COVID-19 have affected all project
partner destinations tremendously. Consequently, the impact for the guide business
and cruise business has been accordingly huge. For most tourism and cruise
destinations, it was difficult to plan ahead, and flexibility was more important than
ever, as adjustments had to be made at short notice in order to meet restrictions
and constraint.
The following three chapters set the framework for developing a train-the-trainer
seminar. The seminar is preceded by the development of an appropriate train-thetrainer agenda. Chapter 4 elaborate in more detail involved implications when
developing a train-the-trainer seminar.
In general, there are no formal training requirements for tour guides. Training and
certification programs are offered by a number of tour guide associations, such as
the World Federation of Tour Guide Associations. Generally spoken, tourism is a
growing market from a macro-economic point a view. Within the next decade,
Europe will welcome an increasing number of local and foreign visitors mostly
coming from Europe (as a matter of fact even more tourists from South America
within the next 10 years) and consequently there will be a high demand for
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professional guides in any (tourism) location combined with broad knowledge of the
area and furthermore typical skills as a tourist guide (knowledge of regional and
local history, cultural highlights, storytelling, USP, knowledge of foreign languages
etc.). The qualified guide in future will gain additional fields of action to exercise his
profession: on the one hand as a part-time or freelance worker for the local and / or
regional tourism institutions and on the other hand as a self-employed
businessperson with a finely selected programme of individually designed tours. In
future both fields will be based upon a professional qualification as a ‘certified
guide’.
Until a few years ago specific qualification procedures for guides simply did not
exist: The starting position to exercise this profession seemed to be very simple:
anybody being communicative, being a local of any tourist destination, having some
language skills could work as a ‘guide’. Meanwhile, it seems to be a common
standard for any tourism destination to make use of ‘professional’ or ‘qualified’
guides to meet the expectations of modern frequent and experienced travellers.
The modern traveller as an individual person or a small party of friends or family can
be described as a so-called ‘FIT’, the ‘fully independent traveller’. They constantly
make use of the Internet to organise their travel experience (= tours). They feel
independent and knowledgeable enough to find as much support as needed to get
informed and organised during their travel. To contact local and / or tourism
institutions via the Internet or by phone to book a tour in a tourism destination is
just one out of several options for them and when they do so they expect to be
offered local ‘qualified’ guides. Furthermore, they expect to find a local guide who is
qualified but promotes himself directly on the Internet, for example webpage of the
local guide association. With the advance of digitalization, numerous internet
platforms such as ‘Find a guide’ or ‘Tours by locals’ have emerged, which cannot be
directly linked to the qualification of individual guides. In the meantime, many tour
guides have established across several channels to generate their requests.
Therefore, bookings are basically generated through local and / or regional tourism
institutions, tour operators, booking platforms or directly through his or her own
webpage. Even tour operators, bus companies, hotels, travel agencies, cruise
operators tend to search for qualified guides directly on the internet and on a
specially designed ‘guide’ webpage, which should be optimized for search engine
and offering contain appropriate keywords.
The certification process for tour guides is different in each country and is handled
individually according to the prevailing requirements and needs. With the increasing
importance of European (and international) networking and the broad membership
of more European nations within the European community, nowadays it seems as
well suitable as necessary that the process of qualification is taken over and
managed by institutions such as the local tourism boards to meet best individual
needs and expectations from stakeholders like tour operators.
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Although there is a common approach among all JOHANNA partners, each
destination has developed its own individual approach and brought it to
implementation. For instance, Wismar opted for an individual approach to set up an
education program and adjusted the frame of contents developed by the German
National Guide Association (BVGD, 2020) for the specific needs with the future
perspectives. However, the specious reasons for the individual approaches of the
project partners will be described in the following.
Within a cross-border partnership network, all project partners succeeded in getting
wide support for their activities in terms of:
● marketing promotion activities (locally, regionally, internationally)
● finding qualified partners (educational purposes, lecturers)
● acceptance of the qualification procedures (internal, external)

6.3 Design of the Cruise Guide Education Programme
The JOHANNA project team described in detail their intention when they set up
their request for approval towards future partners of cooperation in early 2020:
‘The education aims to qualify the participants to offer qualified guided tours.
Having finished the course the participants will be able to design independently their
own city tours for an audience which is looking for a general overview of the history
of the city and the day-to-day-life of the destination.’
The JOHANNA project team defines within its perception of the current variety of
tourist flows for each destination, that the audience will partly consist of
international and cruise passengers who in general are more interested in being
entertained and enjoy storytelling instead of just listening to bare facts and
numbers. Based on this initial situation, the JOHANNA project team has in a
proactive exchange with each other, the JOHANNA project team has defined the
generally valid and relevant topics, contents and instruments that are to be taught
during the cruise guide training. As presented in Table 1, the project team therefore
agreed on the following topics and contents to be integrated in all cruise guide
training agendas:

n.

TOPICS

CONTENTS

PROPOSED
TOOLS

1

Knowledge about
the cruise industry

• overview knowledge about the
industry

• E-book
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• differences between nationalities
• expectations of cruise tourists
2

Baltic region
knowledge/ history

• common history between the
different partner cities
• cultural differences

3

Experience Tourism • heritage tourism expectations and
= Resonance
experiences
Tourism =
• what tourists are looking for, visiting
Storytelling
heritage sites

• audio book
• podcast
• webinar
• storytelling

• telling the story in such a way that
tourists will be "touched" and want to
return again
• modern interpretive methods and
tools (URBI-GAMES – live action roleplaying)
• how to identify and develop
experiences that differentiate and
distinguish destination
• added value is the experience, not the
product
4

5

Language
education

• the most common ‘tourist’ words

Entrepreneurial
knowledge and
working conditions

• profession of tour operator and his
position in the tourism industry

• general key words to enable its user
to communicate in a quick and easy
way

• a phrase
book (3
languages:
German,
Polish,
Swedish)

• briefing, quality control and
professional ethics
• organization, planning, development
and updating of tours
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• historical, cultural and economic
importance of tourism
• tourist infrastructure
6

Leadership skills
and techniques =
Communication
and presentation
techniques

• presentation techniques (rhetoric and
body language):
• use of voice, pronunciation, breathing
technique, use of the microphone, style
and vocabulary, body language (eye
contact, gestures, posture), personal
appearance and behavior
• communication techniques
(communication training, methodology,
didactics):
• adaptation to the requirements of the
audience and to the environmental
conditions, interactivity, stress
management, time management,
selection, structuring and linking of
information, structure and dramaturgy
of a tour, priority of the visual explanation of obvious objects, basic
pedagogical rules of a tour, use of
visual materials, handling and use of
ask
• dealing with groups: Positioning of
the tour guide and the group, correct
manners and impartiality, group
psychology and group dynamics, risk
assessment, crisis and conflict
management
• digital competence

Table 6.1: Overview of common cruise guide education topics
Regarding point 6, leadership skills and techniques, the main goal of any training as a
tour guide is to learn the art and know-how of guiding. The acquisition of knowledge
and skills to impart knowledge to the guests must therefore be an essential part of
the training. Most of the contents mentioned in the following are strongly
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interlinked to each other, so it is more appropriate to teach these course contents
compactly in full-day seminars and to underpin them with practical exercises.
Contents:
•
•
•
•

•

presentation techniques (rhetoric and body language):
use of voice, pronunciation, breathing technique, use of the microphone,
style and vocabulary, body language (eye contact, gestures, posture),
personal appearance and behavior
communication techniques (communication training, methodology,
didactics):
adaptation to the requirements of the audience and to the environmental
conditions, interactivity, stress management, time management, selection,
structuring and linking of information, structure and dramaturgy of a tour,
priority of the visual - explanation of obvious objects, basic pedagogical rules
of a tour, use of visual materials, handling and use of ask
dealing with groups: positioning of the tour guide and the group, correct
manners and impartiality, group psychology and group dynamics, risk
assessment, crisis and conflict management

Furthermore, the project partners describe clearly the content of their future
education programme:
Lectures on basics about the city and the region, guidelines for guiding and
communication techniques as well as a strong cooperation with the group of
experienced local tour guides already working in the destinations involved. The
focus on guiding in practice is one of the most important parts of the programme: as
often as possible for them the participants should be encouraged to join in a socalled classical guided tour (in the role of a silent listener), later they should
accompany a qualified guide as an assistant and finally after having fulfilled the
theoretical part of the education guide programme the participants should offer
their own guided tour.
In general, the engagement of prospective guides for qualification is not only a
question of personal time and general commitment they need to spend on the
training, but at the same time the cost to the training – which can amount to an
estimated value of at least 1,000 euros or more. With regard to the costs of
qualification the great advantage of the JOHANNA project cannot be valued high
enough. From a general point of view, it seems essential for any future education
programme to organise state funding or any other source of funding for the
participants.
Furthermore, the project partners intend to organise extra webinars on different
topics in relation to the interest of the partners, f. e. the cruise market in the SBR,
resonance tourism, storytelling and ecological footprints in tourism. Those webinars
should be offered additionally during the duration of the programme. According to
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the design of other education programmes the project partners aimed to achieve a
combination of online and in-classroom tutorials which should be followed up by an
extensive phase of practical exercises, e.g., participation in guided tours and tandem
tours.
Regarding the design of education programme in Poland training in Poland looks
similar, it is a combination of online workshops and live meetings and of course
practical exercises.
To illustrate the different implementations of the common approach among the
project partners, a brief overview of existing training programs on the example of
Germany is given in the following. Wismar studied the availability of existing
education programs for guides, their basics, their aims and intentions. Therefore,
the German manuals published by the Federal Association of Tour Guides in
Germany from an extensive international library on tour guide and qualification
procedures were evaluated as the main sources of information for the new training
programme, which meets the requirements for tour guide training in Wismar (BVGD,
2020). While working on education in Germany it seems to be more than
appropriate to accept the regulations and settings of the so-called settings in DIN EN
15565 to achieve a high level of qualification.
The EN terminology (EN 13805:2003) clarifies the idea of a person acting as a
‘tour guide
person who guides visitors in the language of their choice and interprets the cultural
and natural heritage of an area, which person normally possesses an area-specific
qualification usually issued and/or recognised by the appropriate authority.’ (1)
(1): p.8, Ratgeber – Gaestefuehrer–Qualifizierung nach europaeischem Standard DIN
EN 15565
In further partner destinations like Szczecin, qualification standards are very similar
to those existing in Germany. The guide course in the Swedish cruise destination
Karlskrona is organized and implemented by Visit Karlskrona as the Tourism
department Karlskrona Municipality. The tour guide course has been implemented
in cooperation with other departments within the Karlskrona municipality, including
the local Cruise Karlskrona network, local stakeholders, external local guides and
attractions. In addition, external trainers were brought in for some parts of the
training in Karlskrona.

6.4 The trainers
Since the actual implementation of the tour guide education training was heavily
dependent on external, constantly changing circumstances, the project partners
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decided to set up the program as a combination of online modules, in-classroom
lectures, face-to-face tutorials, group discussion circles, as well as practical hands-on
excursions. Therefore, it was necessary to find a team of qualified lecturers who
would be able to work on both levels: online and face-to-face and additionally in
theory and in practice. To find appropriate candidates for the education programme
and the best trainers for the education programme, the project partners made use
of their individual networks of partners, f. e. within the council administration,
within the universities of applied sciences (Stralsund HOST and Wismar WINGS),
cruise networks such as the local Cruise Karlskrona network and Columbus Cruise
Center Wismar (CCCW).
For example, in the case of Wismar, 75 % of the trainers were external lecturers,
while 25 % of all the trainers were employees of the municipality.
As far as the general training of tourist guides in Poland is concerned, most of the
trainings were financed by EU funds and the company responsible for the trainings
selected the trainers themselves, whereby most of them have already been
experienced tourist guides.

6.5 The participants
As of 2020, the JOHANNA project partners started issuing press releases to promote
the cruise guide education programme in all project partner destinations. Kick-off
meetings were scheduled differently in the destinations depending on the individual
progress of project partners.
All project partners initiated so-called kick-offs to their guide education programs
giving a clear signal to all participants about the high value of the guide education
programme. Each kick-off agenda precisely outlined the relevant contents of the
future education. These included amongst others the following aspects: intentions
of the qualification process, contents of the theoretical and practical education,
framework of the education programme, final phase of training, period of practical
exams, guidelines of the theoretical education elements, timetable of education
units, content of a typical day of education, phase of practical tuition, and prospects
for further cooperation.
Most of the ‘student guides’ applied voluntarily. In the case of Wismar, for example,
the potential student guides were collected in an extra data sheet over several years
until the start of a new guide training and groomed under certain aspects such as
language competence, nationality and other relevant criteria. From that list a
representative number of prospects registered to attend in the training programme.
In addition, an advertisement was placed in the ‘Schweriner Volkszeitung’ (Wiatarek,
2021) and other local magazines in order to attract potential participants. Example
for press releases will be provided in Appendix I.
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Generally spoken for all project partner destinations, participants involved in the
education guide programme had registered on their own initiative. Although the
guide trainings had already started, the project partners generally continued to
promote registering for the guide training with a slight delay in order to still
participate in the programme with regard to enlarging the pool of potential future
tour guides.
As a recommendation for future education programmes, it needs to be mentioned
in this regard that the availability of comprehensive information before the actual
start of the educational programme can avoid later disappointments or cancellations
by participants. Some participants might underestimate the scope of effort and
involved time resources. Other training agencies, private institutions, companies
offering guide education inform their applicants often in advance what ‘basics’ they
expect from their guides-to-be. These requirements will be referred to in the
following chapter

6.6 List of requirements
The JOHANNA project partners defined a number of selection criteria that were
desirable in the selection procedure of participants.
Minimum age:
18 years, preferable school leaving certificate, vocational training
Indispensable, necessary:
Foreign language skills, empathy, sociability, interest in working with people from
other countries/regions and different in age, pedagogical + good communicative +
language skills
Very important:
Enthusiasm, resilience, stable physical constitution, well-groomed appearance, good
manners
Important:
Assertiveness, openness, flexibility, talent for improvisation, willingness to work
irregular hours
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6.7 Realization of the Cruise Guide Education Program
The following chapter will deal with the realization and implantation of cruise guide
education programs in the project partner destinations starting with involved duties
of both sides, client and contractor with reference to Wismar.

6.8 Involved duties of the training provider
On the example of the Hanseatic city of Wismar the following duties have been
involved regarding WINGS in terms of a contractor:
1. Classrooms and involved equipment:
The training provider in charge should organise suitable classrooms and
conference equipment to enable face-to-face tutorials at a common learning
location. This includes, in particular the provision of digital learning and
communication platforms such as Adobe Connect, Zoom, GoToMeeting and
further means, as these are of great importance, especially during the
pandemic.

Photo 6.1: Facilities for having the online theory sessions
2. Video documentation:
The face-to-face tutorials need to be monitored and after fulfilment of
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training programme to be handed over to the City of Wismar for sole
disposal. The City of
Wismar in return needs to guarantee that the video documentation will not
be passed on for any fee. The documentation should be used in future as
training material for further education programmes for guides as an option,
free of charge, in time and for self-study. WINGS must obtain consent of all
participants to the collection of personal data. During the recording process
the lecturers will be visible, but not any students / participants.
3. Establish a curriculum:
In close communication with the lecturers WINGS has to set up a curriculum
with clear conditions and time limits fixed for the participants. The
framework planning outlines the requirements of the curriculum. The
curriculum itself should describe a higher level of detail.
4. Making of a manuscript:
In contact with the lecturers a digital version of the education programme
should be produced. A collection of the given tutorials will be sufficient. A list
of literature recommendations will be handed in by the City of Wismar.
When the education programme is finished, WINGS needs to hand over a
digital manuscript to the City of Wismar.
5. Acquisition of lecturers and supervision:
The city of Wismar will present a list of trainers who are prepared to give
lectures on the topics of the curriculum and who have confirmed their
consent to do so. All contracts will be signed between WINGS and the
individual trainers. With regard to any financial transaction WINGS will
handle the payments of fee. Any member of the Wismar City Administration
is not entitled to be paid through WINGS – their fees are valued as part of
the co-financing contribution of the Hanseatic City of Wismar for the EUproject
JOHANNA.
6. Acquisition of participants and supervision:
During the process of acquisition of attendees the City of Wismar will be
supported by the training provider with communication and marketing
activities according to his possibilities. A pool of well-known attendees is
already registered by the City of Wismar, which will inform them about the
start of the education programme. The training provider is asked to use his
communication channels and his network as well as to promote the new
programme. It is then obligatory to all participating organisations or media to
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use the logo of JOHANNA. From the beginning of the education the training
provider will take over the supervision of the attendees who are then named
participants.
7. Final exams:
The training provider will prepare the process of the final exams. He will set
up the questions and the tasks to be answered and fulfilled by the
participants. He can opt freely whether to organise a written test with
questions on all topics of the education or whether he will demand a report
as a written manuscript as a concept of city guiding. A written report is
favoured. The training provider will hand over an official certificate when the
participants have successfully passed the exams in theory and in practice.
8. Contact Person:
WINGS will name one person responsible to keep the contact between them
and the Wismar Project Team (WPT).
9. Covid protective settings:
If there are still state regulations in action concerning the pandemic situation
caused by Covid the training provider in general is responsible to observe the
rules and restrictions.
A checklist assisting with the organisational implementation of a training
course considering pandemic aspects as well, will be provided be provided in
Appendix E.

6.9 Involved duties of the commissioning organization
On the example of the Hanseatic city of Wismar the following duties have been
involved in terms of a commissioning organisation:
1. practical training:
The Hanseatic City of Wismar will take over the organisation of the practical
training (in total: 40 hours). They will coordinate the hospitations (10), the
tandem tours (5), the training tours (4) and the exam tour (1). Together with the
local Guide Association of Wismar they will set up the commission of exams to
organise the practical exams. In hindsight, the number of trainings tours has
been reduced from originally 4 to only 2 trainings tours due to reasons of time
constraints and conflicts.
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2. list of literature:
The Hanseatic City of Wismar will supply WINGS with a list of useful literature to
be used by the participants. The training provider will hand over this list to all
participants for their self-study.
3. acquisition of prospective participants:
The Hanseatic City of Wismar will supply a list of prospective participants who
were registered in the past being interested in any future qualification
programme as a guide. When the request of approval will be fulfilled the
Hanseatic City of Wismar will get in contact with all persons named on the list
and offer them to contact the education provider. Furthermore, the Hanseatic
City of Wismar will use their communication channels to promote the new
education programme.
4. selection of participants:
The Hanseatic City of Wismar together with the local Guide Association of
Wismar will organise a kick-off meeting before the start of the education
programme to inform the prospective candidates about all aspects of the
professional practice, the salary as well as requirements of language skills,
general knowledge, and communicative skills. The Hanseatic City of Wismar
reserves the right to invite them for an interview to check their individual
qualification with regard to general knowledge, individual appearance, language
expression, sociability as well as knowledge of foreign languages.
5. contact person:
The Hanseatic City of Wismar will name a person of the city administration to
contact throughout the period of the education programme.

6.10 Promotion and advertising
In order to attract participants and trainees for the guide education programme, a
special communication policy is vital. A good example for an efficient marketing
measure, represents the guide training in Stralsund, Rügen and Rostock in terms of a
targeted designed website. Therefore, the headline of the website raises attention
by asking the potential participant to be ready for attracting guests to their region.
The homepage is available via https://johannaprojekt.wixsite.com/cruiseguide
providing general information about the local program, further detailed
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requirements for the participation as well as the registration form (see Figure 2).
Further details of the homepage will be provided in Appendix I.

Photo 6.2: Screenshot of the homepage for promoting the local programme of
Rügen, Stralsund and Rostock
Further strategic marketing measures for attracting potential participants to the
cruise guide education program, involved the following steps:
6. creation of a flyer for distribution at the University of Applied Sciences, the
tourism offices of Sassnitz and Stralsund, and a busy shopping centre in
Stralsund
7. social media promotion on Mukran Port Instagram account
8. article at the local newspaper ‘Ostsee-Zeitung’
9. direct contact of students of the University of Applied Sciences Stralsund
through internal round mails, posters and word-of-mouth marketing.
After these actions were undertaken, a total of 27 participants have registered for
the cruise guide education course taking place in Stralsund.

6.11 Framework planning
As mentioned earlier of this manual, the project partners had the same core
intention and idea of what needed to be integrated into the overall guide education
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training. However, curriculums have been conceptualized in a more individual
manner according to the requirements and needs at the respective destinations.
Initially, the planning of the education training was based on the idea to offer mainly
in-house-tuition to the participants and additionally to offer the opportunity to
follow some tutorials online as they were video-documented. But due to the Covid
restrictions the whole programme had to be adapted to the rules set by the
prevailing civil government, which did not allow group meetings face-to-face.
Consequently, the tuition and the curriculum needed to be adjusted in terms of an
online presentation.
A typical lecture day for the implementation of a theory module, as it was also
established in practice by one of the project partners, could look as follows.

09:00 - 11:00

1st Lecture Block

11:00 - 11:10

Break

11:10 - 13:10

2nd Lecture Block

13:10 - 13:30

Lunch break

13:30 - 15:30

3rd Lecture Block

Table 6.2: Example for a typical lecture day
It needs to be mentioned that each lecturer also had the opportunity to set his own
time slots individually as required, based on the timetable.
It is recommended to realize the theory modules, in particular those held in digital
form, with an established and experienced education provider. In the case of
Sassnitz, the educational institution is the University of Applied Sciences Stralsund.
In the case of Wismar, the educational institution is WINGS in Wismar. The WINGS
team could offer the suitable teaching equipment including the facilities for
recording. Due to Covid pandemic circumstances there was some delay, until the
lectures finally could start. The WINGS team organised the lecturer to be instructed
how to present their lecture (material, setting of the recording, organisation in
general). And additionally, they organised the appropriate staff to support the chat
function to communicate with the participants during the presentation. The digital
learning platform was Connect (see Figure 3).
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Photo 6.3: Learning platform Adobe Connect used in Wismar
Each teaching unit was documented by video recording for further use by the
participants (and for the JOHANNA project partners). Due to the availability of the
video documentation all participants could join in on missed modules in terms of
self-studying and at their own schedule of time quantities to obtain the certification
as a qualified tour guide. All participants were given the opportunity to exclude the
missed educational content from face-to-face lessons through uncomplicated reworking. Furthermore, the generated video documentation can be further used for
preparing the train-the-trainer seminars in the further course.
Theory classes were usually held on Saturdays, lasted six hours per module and were
scheduled to end in Mid-July. In 10 teaching units, attendees could enrich their
knowledge from a wide portfolio of different relevant topics ranging from urban
architecture to UNESCO world heritage. In addition, self-taught research of new
topics, law and taxes, service quality, customer expectations, cruise tourism, cruise
guest leadership, leadership skills and techniques will be included on the agenda as
well. In the case of Wismar, the scope of theoretical education amount to 60 hours.
The schedule of each single lecture unit has been set. 2 hrs of tuition followed by a
short break – to relax one’s body, to relax your eyes permanently looking onto the
screen of your computer, getting something to drink and to eat. Then two more
education units followed the same day. Professional trainers might not think about
the a.m. details, but each project team need to keep in mind that a lot of trainees
are adults already fulltime working in their profession and that all tuition units take
place during the weekend, e.g., during their free time to relax. Furthermore, tuition
as an online tutorial builds up a new experience for most students. Additionally for
most participants it is a long time ago that they joined in any type of education. To
keep their attention and their dedication and to preserve their motivation, the
training and the lecturers have to pay severe attention to that and aim for
integration. The advantages of online tuition might be more visible to most
participants as the majority might have experienced online meetings, conferences,
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and tuition throughout the year of guide education training under Covid restrictions
and some periods of severe lockdowns.
The project partners Mukran Port and the University of Applied Sciences Stralsund
worked together with the company vip hansetouring from Rostock in the design,
promotion and development of the local guide program for the Rügen, Stralsund
and Rostock in northern Germany. Vip hansetouring is one of the leading companies
in the region in the field of cruise services and shore excursions, with more than 25
years on the German market and vast experience in cruise guide training. The
purpose of this joint work was to combine practical experience with regional
knowledge and theoretical foundation, in order to create a program suitable for
both the general target group of the project (part-time employees, persons on
parental leave, pensioners, etc.) and university students.
The program comprises 43 hours of theoretical and practical training, independent
work and examination. It is planned to start in autumn 2021 and will take place in
the facilities of the University of Applied Sciences Stralsund (HOST).
The cruise guide training of the project partner Karlskrona is held in Swedish except
for the language education and joint webinars within the project that will be held in
English (or other languages with transcription to English). The Karlskrona guide
education is a combination of lectures, practical trainings, webinars (within the
JOHANNA project) and study visits. The tutorial material that Karlskrona produces
within the project can be re-used for several years to come, both for partner
destinations as well as other destinations without any costs.
Appendix A, B, C, and D provide full descriptions of the modules in terms of a
summary of the contents in the framework of the guide education program for all
JOHANNA project partners.
The theoretical part can be scheduled to be followed up by the practical training, as
it happened in Wismar. Another possibility is to organise the practical part in parallel
to the theoretical training. In the case of Wismar, the practical part comprises 40
lessons and begins with hospitations /shadowing sessions for booked city tours.
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6.12 Quality management and success control of education guide
training
In the following, relevant measures and involved aspects that play a vital role
throughout the process of an education guide training are listed in terms of quality
management and performance control:
• continuous evaluation of lecturers within the framework of theoretical
tourist guide training
• definition and development of written examination tasks / examination
questions for each module content taught during the lectures in
coordination with the respective lecturers
• development of evaluation forms differentiated according to exercise tours,
tandem tours for mapping the development of the respective participants
• feedback sessions and individual discussions with guest guide lecturers
• formation of a qualified examination board and definition of examination
components
Within the framework of the partner network and an intended exchange of
experiences, all developed evaluation forms as well as documentation of the
modules within the framework of the theoretical training and interview partners
were made available.
Regarding the certification process of cruise guide education training in Karlskrona,
to become a World Heritage Guide requires three different written assignments.
Preparing and producing a tour, this tour is implemented and carried out for the
group of guides-to-be as well as the ‘Certification jury’. After having completed
these tasks, the guide will be certified as a ‘World Heritage Guide in Karlskrona’.
They receive a diploma and a printed name tag (foiled) with name of the guide and
flags for the languages spoken by the guide, to use on guide assignments (see Figure
4).

Photo 6.4: Certificate handed to Karlskrona guides
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6.13 Train-the-Trainer Course
In terms of developing a suitable training agenda for the practical training, participants
should be given the opportunity to get an overview of what it takes to create a complete
training program and then start working towards it. In this context, most relevant elements
of a training agenda are illustrated in Figure 5.

Photo 6.5: Fundamental elements of a TTT workshop seminar
Although the core content in terms of knowledge and skill assessments, theory units, group
discussions and exercises are crucial and integral part of the seminar, further fundamental
elements need to be considered as well in the training agenda since as they contribute to
the overall success of the training. In order to achieve a coherent training process, the
elements of welcome and introduction as well as the training conclusion with summarizing
elements should not be neglected.
Depending on whether the seminar is implemented in purely present or digital form, break
times can vary greatly. Whereas the implementation of the seminar in hybrid form would
also be quite conceivable. It must be taken into account that when conducting a seminar
purely digitally, it is recommended to set regular break times, as attending events online can
be subjectively perceived more demanding. Icebreaker activities, for example, are a good
way of getting participants to engage more quickly in an interaction session with other
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participants and to contribute their own speaking parts where desired. Depending on the
time, circle of participants and seminar objective, small icebreaker activities can reduce
monotony and increase individual motivation.
Icebreaker exercises will be briefly exemplified in the following. When employing the
technique of storytelling in training, facilitates holding participants attention while engaging
their interest for what is following. At the same time, ice breaker sessions put participants at
ease and relieve tension and nervousness they may have.

ICE BREAKER EXERCISE 1: ‘WHO IS WHO?’
Objective:
Material:
Duration:
requiring more time
Content and procedure:

warming-up, get-to-know
1 slide containing a geographical map
5 minutes, depending on the size of the group

The participants are asked to place themselves on an imaginary
map presenting the region or destination where they come
from. Especially in the context of an international group, it is very
interesting to find out about this for both, for the instructor and the
participants. Ask the participants to name an intrinsic value they have
received from this place and why this is important to them. Participants
are also welcome to share a short story if they wish. This
exercise helps to identify similarities between participants.
When implementing this activity in digital form, instructors can
choose an online whiteboard tool such as MIRO allowing to use
a large, zoomable canvas.

ICE BREAKER EXERCISE 2: STORYTELLING APPROACH
Objective:
Material:
Duration:
Content and procedure:
Description:

presentation exercise, warming-up
1 Slide
15 minutes
story dominoes
Participants/ Guides work in small groups. A selection of key
words are provided to the participants. Each group is given a
set of cards. Participants divide the cards evenly amongst the
group. The aim of the activity is to tell a story in domino
fashion. Participant A 'puts down' a card and starts the story.
Then participant B puts down one of their cards and continues

the story. Then participant C continues, and so on, until all the
participants have used all their cards and the story is complete.
Participants then re-tell their story to another group and listen
to other groups' stories. Make up your own story dominoes.
Each group picks 10 words from the proposed words to build
the story.

Table 6.3: Example for an ice breaker exercise according to storytelling approach
As in the case of the JOHANNA project team, the partners decided to rather break the TTT
seminar up into more manageable learning block units over a period of two days. The main
reason for this was that the time commitment is not so massive for those interested, so they
will be prevented from not participating in the seminar because of the time. It is important
to bear in mind that many of the participants are likely to be not this flexible concerning the
time and time period because of one’s individual job situation or for family reasons. The
agenda is conceptualized for a two-day online event; however, considering an adaptation of
the concept if preferred the course agenda can also be broken down into smaller block units
over a more extended period in the course of a seven-day seminar agenda. In order to
illustrate the essential topics, to be included into a train-the-trainer program, a rough
agenda will be provided in the following (see Table 2).
Time

DAY 0

-sending dial-in
data / link of
seminar to
participants while
providing an
introduction to
AM training agenda

DAY 1

DAY 2

-welcoming of
participants and aim of
-brief recap of day
seminar
1
-warming up
-expectation review of
participants

-sending
questionnaire to -agenda review
find out about
expectations and -setting learning
learning demands objectives

-2nd keynote
-Q&A session
-closure and
debriefing of 2nd
training day

TRAINING
METHOD(S)
-instructor-led
training
-storytelling
approach
-workshop with case
studies
-films and videos
-key notes

-Q&A session
-send videos and
documentation
links for
individual
preparation

-team building
-group discussions
-breakout sessions

LUNCH

--1st keynote on
appropriate
presentation
techniques

PM

-instructor-led
technical checkup
(on site)

-send material
from day 2 and
further material in
terms of
-Q&A session
checklists,
templates,
-closure and debriefing documentations,
contacts, links
of 1st training day
and further
-outlook for the next
training day
-if changed, sending
dial-in data / link of
seminar to participants
and providing training
agenda for the next
day
-send material from
the day and material if
required for the next
day

Table 6.4: Schedule for an online train-the-trainer seminar
In order to develop a train-the-trainer program, the session plan should include essential
theories and concepts, practical recommendations and activities on how to teach the most
essential trainer skills. Therefore, every train-the-trainer seminar requires a decent framing.
Day 0 is about technical aspects for guarantying the smooth running of the training process
as well as providing an introduction to the training course scope of agenda. The scope of day
0 may vary depending on the framework conditions and requirements. It is also
recommended to send all relevant material to the participants in order to make him or her
familiar for what will follow without overwhelming the circle of participants. Some
instructors may also be encouraged to send a brief questionnaire to the participants in order

to get a status quo of the group of participants in terms of individual expectations,
availability of skills and knowledge and involved learning demands. The overall training
agenda should be fixed days in advance. However, such generated inputs enable sequential
readjustment of individual training elements as needed, which can help to further optimize
the training agenda. In addition, it may be essential for participants to have access to
existing video recordings, which can be accessed via a link. Depending on the lead time,
content can be acquired individually in self-study days in advance or reflected on in advance
with reference to an upcoming group discussion. ideally, participants will continue to have
access to the documentation even after the seminar has taken place.
As presented in Figure 6, different unit categories according to colors can contribute to
better differentiation and thematic illustration when designing a training agenda.

Photo 6.6: Example of a legend for categorizing elements in the scope of a TTT seminar
Day 1 is about guiding participants through the process of designing a training program.
Participants are introduced to the basic principles and approaches of training design for their
first practical training session during the day. It should be made clear to the participants that
all the content from the respective training days, which they will receive as well as prepare
and acquire themselves, is not as important as understanding the fundamental processes of
how a training seminar is designed and structured in terms of a proper knowledge transfer.
It should not be neglected that the choice of the instructor and/ or moderator should be well
considered beforehand. The role of the instructor/ moderator is to provide feedback to the
participants throughout the whole training day and to guide them in the scope of training
design.
Day 2 is intended to introduce participants to a framework on recommended learning styles
and practice how to conceptualize a train-the-trainer seminar agenda that takes into
account different learning styles. Furthermore, participants will get an idea of what is
needed to prepare a full training agenda.

7 List of Appendix

7.1 Appendix A: Cruise guide education program Rügen, Stralsund and
Rostock

Duration 12.10.2021 – 29.04.2022
Total of 43 hours (22 hours theory, 14 hours practical training, 4 hours independent work, 3
hours examination)

No.

1

Topic /title

Active Practical
lecture training
time
time
(min)
(min)

Introduction

120,00

History, facts
and general
theory

240,00

Lecture
(Company/
Organisation)

Content

General presentation of the
JOHANNA project, its
objectives and partner
organizations. Introduction to
the training concept, the
contents of the course, scope,
schedule and expected
outcomes. Personal
introduction round of the
lecturers and attendees.
[Calendar Week 41 / 2021]
(a) General knowledge of the
region: legal, political,
educational, social and health
systems. Social and
demographic development,
intercultural issues, customs
and traditions (festivals, food
Ines Lenz &
and drink). (b) German history:
Jessica Köhler (vip
east-west conflict, German
hanse touring)
division, history and structure
of the GDR. (c) Regional
nature: geography and
geology, weather, flora and
fauna (d) Specific knowledge of
the region: dialect, regional
economy, leisure, recreation,
Edna Ozuna &
Werner Gronau
(University of
Applied Sciences
Stralsund) / Yana
Grundke (Mukran
Port) / Ines Lenz
& Jessica Köhler
(vip hanse
touring)

entertainment, sports,
important personalities and
celebrities. (e) Regional
history: Hanseatic period and
Brick Gothic in Stralsund and
Rügen. [CW 42 / 2021]

2

Presentation,
guiding and
communication 240,00
techniques –
Theory

3

Independent
work / Task

120,00

4

Practice tour:
Stralsund part
1

240,00

(a) Presentation techniques:
rhetoric, use of voice,
pronunciation, style, body
language, facial expression and
gestures, posture, personal
appearance and behavior. (b)
Communication techniques:
basics of communication,
adapting to the audience,
interaction skills, dealing with
Ines Lenz &
questions, adapting to
Jessica Köhler (vip environmental conditions,
hanse touring) volume, choice of location. (c)
Structure of a guided tour:
structuring and linking
information, focus on the
visual, use of visual aids. (d)
Dealing with groups:
positioning of the guide and
the group, group dynamics,
manners and impartiality,
dealing with conflicts and
emergencies: [CW 44 / 2021]
Participants are requested to
prepare a 1-hour overview
Course
tour of Stralsund, based on the
participants
instructed content. [CW 45 /
2021]
Participants are divided into
three groups, each group is led
by one of the professional
guides and go in separate tours
Ines Lenz &
around the city. Each
Jessica Köhler (vip participant must perform at
hanse touring) least one of the stations of the
tour, following the indications
of the professional guide and
considering the already
prepared overview tour. All

groups will be filmed for later
joint discussion and analysis.
[CW 46 / 2021]

5

Discussion and
analysis of the
practice tour

240,00

6

Being a cruise
guide: Shore
excursions and
cooperation
with bus
companies

180,00

7

Independent
work / Task

8

Practice tour:
Stralsund part
2

60,00

120,00

60,00

180,00

The whole class together with
the professional guides watch
the three videos of the practice
Ines Lenz &
tour in Stralsund, in order to
Jessica Köhler (vip identify best practices, possible
hanse touring) mistakes (do's and don'ts) and
get feedback on how to
improve the individual
performance. [CW 48 / 2021]
(a) Cruise guiding: cruise
companies and ships (visit
included), intercultural
competence, guest
expectations, guide
appearance (b) Cooperation
with bus companies: tour
Ines Lenz &
procedure, time management,
Jessica Köhler (vip
dispatch, cooperation with bus
hanse touring)
driver and colleagues,
feedback from tour operator,
emergency management, eguide), tour content and
supplier overview. (c) What to
consider regarding Covid-19.
[CW 49 / 2021]
Considering the feedback of
the first practice tour and the
contents of the previous
Course
session, participants must
participants
prepare a 30-minute bus ride
(with explanations) of a given
route. [CW 50 / 2021]
In the theorical part,
participants and lecturers
review the prepared tour
schedule and make
Ines Lenz &
corresponding adjustments.
Jessica Köhler (vip
Lecturers present the final
hanse touring)
schedule and explain
additional issues to take into
account when carrying out the
tour. Afterwards, the practical

part begins. [CW 50 / 2021]

9

Practice tour:
Bus tour in the
Island of Rügen

10

Legal
framework

120,00

11

Theoretical
examination

60,00

12

Practical
examination

13

Brush-up
seminar

14

Closure of the
programme

360,00

120,00

120,00

Lecturers and participants
travel through the island of
Rügen, visiting the most
Ines Lenz &
important landmarks and
Jessica Köhler (vip
learning about particular issues
hanse touring)
to keep in mind when
performing tours there. [CW 2
/ 2022]
(a) Relevant laws and taxes. (b)
Labor issues of cruise guides in
Germany: work conditions,
Ines Lenz (vip
self-employment, operational
hanse touring)
planning, remuneration. (c)
Final discussion, questions.
[CW 4 / 2022]
Edna Ozuna &
Multiple choice questionnaire
Werner Gronau
for evaluation of the
(University of
theoretical contents. [Date: to
Applied Sciences
be defined]
Stralsund)
Participants must be prepared
for a guided tour in Stralsund.
Ines Lenz &
Together with the examiners,
Jessica Köhler (vip they walk through the city and
hanse touring) are selected randomly to
perform a given station of the
tour. [April 2022]
Seminar to recap all learned
contents and to review current
Ines Lenz &
developments (e.g. Covid-19
Jessica Köhler (vip
regulations) and most recent
hanse touring)
tours for the 2022 season. [CW
17 / 2022]
Edna Ozuna &
Werner Gronau
(University of
Applied Sciences Awarding of certificates to
Stralsund) / Yana participants. [Date: to be
Grundke (Mukran defined]
Port) / Ines Lenz
& Jessica Köhler
(vip hanse

touring)

Total time:

1.380

1.200

7.2 Appendix B: Cruise guide education program Karlskrona
Duration: March 2022 – September 2022
Total of 62 hours theory, 29 hours practical training

No.

Topic /title

Active Practical
Lecture
lecture training
(Company/
time
tim
Organisation)
(min)
(min)
30,00
0,00 Malin HagbergAndersson,
Tourism
Department,
Karlskrona
Municipality

0

Introduction

1

Local and regional
History

300,00

0,00

2

Swedish History

180,00

0,00

Lecturers from
Tourism
Department,
Culture
Department,
Karlskrona
Municipality.
External
expertise from
regional
museum and
Naval museum
Lecturer from
Littorina
Folkhögskola
and Tourism
Department,

Content
Short introduction of
the guide course purpose and goal,
JOHANNA project,
organizational
matters, overview
training
The founding of the
city, our naval history,
changes from 17th
century until today,
civilian history (fishing,
stone industry,
commercial industry
and trading etc.) in the
region of Blekinge.

Situation in Sweden
17th century and
forward. Why
Karlskrona was such a
strategic important

Karlskrona
Municipality

port and city for
Sweden etc.

3

South Baltic History

120,00

0,00

JOHANNA
PROJECT

Joint education
/webinar within the
project.

4

Knowledge about the
Cruise Industry

90,00

0,00

Liliann
Bjerström Lidén,
Malin HagbergAndersson,
Terje ViblomPedersen
Tourism Dept.
Karlskrona
Municipality
plus webinar
JOHANNA
PROJECT

5

World Heritage
education

90,00

120,00 World Heritage
coordinator
Karlskrona
Municipality

6

Storytelling

240,00

120,00 JOHANNA
PROJECT

Overall knowledge
about the Cruise
industry, Differences,
needs and
expectations from
different nationalities.
Covid-19 impacts.
Planning and
execution of Cruise
calls - organization and
preparations. Seminar
+ Q&A session. Partly
joint
education/Webinar
within the project.
How, why and when
did Karlskrona become
a World Heritage.
Other Swedish World
Heritages and
cooperations.
Examples from Europe
and rest of the world.
UNESCO - what is it
and how does it work?
Organization, future
and requirements etc.
Lecture and written
assignments (being a
part of the
certification)
Time?! Webinar +
practical exercise on
site

7

Leadership skills and
techniques

90,00

90,00

Tourism dept.
Karlskrona
Municipality +
JOHANNA
PROJECT

8

CPR rescue

60,00

120,00 External
expertise

9

Guiding buses/walking
tours

60,00

60,00

10

Tour planning

60,00

11

Language education
120,00
part 1German/English/Polish

120,00 Malin HagbergAndersson,
Tourism dept.
Karlskrona
Municipality
120,00 External
expertise

12

Language education
part 2 - German

675,00

675,00 External
expertise

13

Theme tours

300,00

External
expertise

Tourism dept.
Karlskrona
Municipality +
local bus
company

How to speak, act and
handle any situation
connected to a guided
tour. Lecture, practical
exercise + Films
produced in the
project. Joint webinar?
CPR education incl.
How to handle a
defibrillator
Learning how to guide
on a bus and walking
tours. Differences,
what to think about,
technique, whisper
systems vs.
Microphone etc.
Lecture + practical
training
(being a part of the
certification)

Phrases and terms
connected to guiding
Cruise tours in
Karlskrona. Mainly
German and English
and some basic
phrases in Polish.
Available for staff and
guides working
directly with cruise
calls. Additional
Differences between
an ‘ordinary tour’ and
a theme tour. Joining
two of Karlskrona’s
theme tour companies
on two different tours.
Learning about how to
develop and create a
tour focusing on a

person or a special
theme.

14

Study visits / tours

15

Final certification

30,00

60,00

16

Wrap-up/ closure of
the training

60,00

0,00

Total time:

1.200,00 240,00 External
expertise

3.705,00 1.725,00

Study visits and
attending tours on
some of Karlskrona’s
most important sights.
Lecture and written
assignments (being a
part of the
certification)
Representatives Certification to
from the
become a World
Tourism dept.
Heritage Guide
Culture dept.
includes. 3 different
and external
written assignments
cooperation
(see above). Preparing
partners.
and producing a tour,
this tour is
implemented and
carried out for the
group of students as
well as the
"Certification jury".
After completed these
tasks the guide will be
certified as a World
Heritage Guide in
Karlskrona.
Evaluation round,
presentation of the
certificates to the
guides and signing
them for future
cooperation
* Note that 22,5 h min
is additional language
education

7.3 Appendix C: Cruise guide education program Wismar
Duration: 19.12.2020 - 17.07.2021
Total of 10 days 57 hours theory

No.

Date

Activ
Practica
e
l
lectur
training
Topic /title
e
time
(min)

time
(min)

Lecture
(Company/
Organisation)

Content

0

19
Dec.
2020

Introductio 50,00
n

0,00

Sibylle Donath
(City of Wismar)

Short introduction JOHANNA
(1-2 slides), training contents,
training concept in hybrid form,
certification, general time
frame of theoretical training
program, framework of lecture
day, framework of practical
training program, cooperation
with Wismar tourism board

1

17.
Apr.
2021

Guiding
Cruise
guests

0,00

Karin Schatzberg
(Reise-Agentur
Schatzberg Private
Tours)

Short introduction cruise
tourism and personal
introduction round of
attendees and lecturer,
Introduction and special
aspects of cruise tourists
(different profiles, nationalities,
travelling interests),
programming and
implementation of touring
when going ashore, soft facts
on tour guides, USP of Wismar,
recommendation of literature,
at the end there will be a Q&A
session followed by the
announcement of exam
question(s)

360,0
0

2

2 May City
2021 history/
Art history

360,0
0

0,00

Erik Maroko
(Teacher at the
regional school of
Kirchdorf/ Island
of Poel)

3

8 May Preservatio 360,0
2021 n of
0
historical
monument
s, building
research,
gabled
houses

0,00

Dr. Jan Schirmer
(Landesamt für
Kultur und
Denkmalpflege
MecklenburgVorpommern,
State Office for
Culture and
Monument
Preservation
MecklenburgWestern
Pomerania)

In the 2nd module the lecturer
provides insights and
knowledge dealing with the
following topics: brick gothic,
architectural aspects by means
of ground floors of churches St.
Mary, St. George, St. Nicolas,
announcement of exam
question(s), having a closer
look at religious items and
figures in churches and derived
meanings and values
(manifestations), at the end
there will be a Q&A session
followed by the announcement
of exam question(s)
In the 3rd module the lecturer
provides insights and
knowledge dealing with the
following topics: Preservation
of historical monuments,
further recommended
literature, heritage area &
world heritage, current
developments concerning
individual buildings, signages in
the context of preservation,
financial assistance, world
heritage convention,
regulations for listed buildings
and monuments, protective
measures in the context of
preservation, case-by-case
reviews on selected
monuments, documentation of
restorations, shanty houses and
gabled houses, Wismar during
the Swedish era, at the end
there will be a Q&A session
followed by the announcement
of exam question(s)

4

29
May
2021

City history 360,0
/ Art
0
history

0,00

5

5 June Guiding
360,0
2021 cruise
0
guests guiding
skills and
presentatio
n
techniques

0,00

Dr. Karen Hammer In the 4th module, the lecturer
(Museum
provides an introduction to the
SCHABBEL)
SCHABBEL, the city's historic
museum, and furthermore
covers the following contents;
SCHABBELL's objectives,
historic tour through the
SCHABBELL, historical
personalities (Heinrich
Schabbell, Klaus Störtebeker,
Till Eulenspiegel, Philipp
Brandin...), presentation of
SCHABBELL's Image film, virtual
tour through the museum,
selected exhibition objects,
development of the museum,
the Hanseatic period, the
Swedish era, industrialization
phase, further recommended
literature, at the end there will
be a Q&A session followed by
the announcement of exam
question(s)
Jessica Köhler,
In the 5th module the lecturer
Ines Lenz (VIP
provides insights and
Hanse Touring,
knowledge dealing with the
Rostock)
following topics: Cruise guests
and their expectations, time
management, preparational
aspect before meeting the
guests, aspects of tour
programming, duties related to
the tour, leading / guiding
techniques, presentation
techniques (rhetorical aspects,
body language, use of voice,
physical appearance and dress
code, use of voice, Do's &
Don’ts for male & female cruise
guides, communication
techniques, dealing with groups
(on tour, occurring accidents /
lost guests), recommendations
when dealing with groups, at
the end there will be a Q&A
session followed by the

announcement of exam
question(s)

6

12
June
2021

Specific
360,0
and
0
entreprene
ural
knowledge

0,00

7

26
June
2021

World
360,0
Heritage/
0
Urban
Developme
nt/ World
Heritage
Site
Wismar

0,00

Sibylle Donath
(City of Wismar)
Jette Mulsow (tcs
GmbH)
Erik Maroko
(Teacher at the
regional school of
Kirchdorf/ Island
of Poel)
Marc Schröder
(University of
Applied Sciences
Wismar)

In the 6th module the lecturer
provides insights and
knowledge dealing with the
following topics: Economic
importance of tourism, tourism
as an economic factor, working
with Wismar tourism board,
service quality & customer
expectations, quality control,
independent research of new
topics, law & taxes, at the end
there will be a Q&A session
followed by the announcement
of exam question(s)
Norbert Huschner In the 7th module the lecturer
(City of Wismar)
provides insights and
knowledge dealing with the
following topics: World
Heritage Status, Excursion
through the World Heritage
House Wismar, Management
plan for the UNESCO World
Heritage Site Wismar, UNESCO
Expert Advisory Board of
Wismar, urban development,
ISEC, subsequent to the
theoretical lecture part, there
will be a demonstration session
in terms of a tour through the
world heritage house, next to
the tourist information, as well
as a brief tour along the old
town, at the end there will be a
Q&A session followed by the
announcement of exam

question(s)

8

3 July
2021

Knowledge 360,0
about the
0
cruise
industry

0,00

9

10 July City history 360,0
2021
0

0,00

Dr. SchmidtWalther (Lecturer
at University of
Applied Sciences
Stralsund,
Shipping and
travel journalist)

In the 8th module the lecturer
provides overall knowledge
about the cruise industry,
discusses with the group
differences and particularities
concerning river cruises and sea
cruises, related expectations of
cruise guests in terms of
differing target groups, what
they like/ dislike, at the end
there will be a Q&A session
followed by the announcement
of exam question(s)
Gerd Giese
In the 9th module the lecturer
(Independent City provides general knowledge
Guide of Wismar, covering the following fields:
historian and
City history, beginnings of the
former archivist) city's development, Wismar as
part of the Hanseatic league,
decline of the Hanseatic league,
reformation period in Wismar,
monasteries of Wismar,
Wismar during the 30 year war,
the peace treaty of Osnabrück,
inclusion of Wismar in the
world heritage list, further
recommended literature,
personalities of Wismar,
honorary citizens, Wismar says,
at the end there will be a Q&A
session followed by the
announcement of exam
question(s)

10

11

17 July Preservatio 360,0
2021 n of
0
historical
monument
s, building
research
gabled
houses

0,00

Wrap-up/
closure of
the
training
Total time: 3,410 750 min
.00
(~12.5
min
hrs)
(~57
hrs)

Axel Schulze
(Ingenieurbüro
Axel Schulze)

In the 10th module the lecturer
provides general knowledge
covering the following fields
and topics: Preservation of
historical monuments, building
research gabled houses, this
will be followed then by a
demonstration session in terms
of a building inspection
evaluation round, presentation
of the certificates to the guides

7.4 Appendix D: Cruise guide education program Szczecin
Number of hours
Lp.
Topic
1. History of Poland
2. Tourist
geography
of
Poland

Content
Basic knowledge of Polish history
General characteristics of geographical location and
natural environment. Geographical regions and
landscapes of Poland, natural and transformed. General
characteristics of Poland's economy and demographic
issues. Administrative division. The characteristics of
major tourist regions. National minorities and religions.
3. History of
History of architecture in Poland. Characteristic
culture in Poland features of particular architectural styles in their
historical
development,
Location
of
objects
representing particular styles on the map of
monuments. The most important Polish museums.
Monuments of Polish literature in museum collections.
The most interesting works of European painting.
The most interesting works of European painting in
Polish museum collections. Polish painting - main
trends and representatives. Contemporary Polish art in
museum collections. Protection of cultural property, its
legal and organizational forms. Culture and folk art.
Main ethnographic regions.

8*
15*

20*

4. Protection of
nature and the
environment in
Poland

Programmatic and legal bases of nature protection in
Poland. Forms of nature protection in Poland. National
system of protected areas, international forms and
systems of protected areas in Poland. Threats to the
natural environment, including those related to
tourism. Basic terms of ecology. Biodiversity of Poland basic terms, state, threats. Principles of tourist
movement in forests and protected areas, fire safety in
forests. The rules of tourist movement in forests and
protected areas, fire safety in forests, forms (kinds) of
tourism.

6*

5. Tourism in
Poland

Basic terms in tourism according to World Tourism
Organization terminology. Social, health, educational
and economic values of tourism. Basic definitions in the
field of sightseeing. Pioneers of tourism and
sightseeing. Outline of history of tourism in Poland in
comparison with European countries, including the role
of PTT, PTK and PTTK.

5*

6. Methodology
and ethics of
guiding

7, General rules of
safety
in
tourism
8. Basic
legal
regulations in
tourism

9. Selected issues
in psychology
and sociology

10 Practical classes

Personal culture, ethics and morality of a guide. A
25
guide's code of ethics. The culture of tourism. The word
as a tool of the guide's work. Proficiency and culture of
the Polish language, vocabulary, examples of the most
frequent language mistakes. Use of a microphone in a
coach, in a closed room and in the open air. Guiding a
tour group in an open area and in closed rooms, with
particular emphasis on sacral objects, museums,
cemeteries and places of martyrology. Problems of
school excursions, educational influence on children and
youth. Guiding tours for disabled people. Specifics of
leading coach, train, water and walking tours.
Cooperation with a driver. Rest breaks. Using anecdotes
and humor.
General rules of safety in conducting excursions. First
5
aid in case of emergencies and illnesses, resuscitation,
staunching bleeding, immobilizing fractures.
Basic composition of a first aid kit.
Law on tourist services. Contracts in tourism, their
6
types, rights and duties of the parties. Contracts
between travel agents and clients. Legal relationship
between a tour guide and a tour participant. Legal basis
of employing guides (employment contract, contract for
specific work, contract of mandate). Legal responsibility
of a tour guide: criminal, civil and professional. Personal
traffic regulations: registration, customs, border and
road regulations. Travel insurance.
Psychology and sociology Psychology and sociology of a
11
tour group. The guide as a team leader. Description of
the desirable profile, psycho-physical features and
personal qualities of a guide. Principles of organization
and management of human teams, communication
systems, informal groups. The psychology of youth.
Physical and mental fatigue, ways of prevention.
Methods of conflict resolution in a tourist group,
prevention and elimination of negative phenomena
occurring in tourism. Developing pro-ecological
attitudes in organizers and participants of tourist
movement.
5 days of practical training shall take place in the form 5 excursion days
of urban exercises and training excursions, which shall
consist of self-guided driving of selected sections of
trails under the guidance of an instructor. Bus and
walking excursions also include classes in the following
subjects
1) history of the city against the background of Polish

history
2) culture and art of the city
3) Contemporary city
4) touristic geography of the city and region
5) topography of a city and suburban area
6) methodology and technique of leading city
excursions
101 hours + 5
excursion days
(of which*
optional
54 hours selfstudy or elearning)

7.5 Appendix E: Checklist for the organisational implementation of a training
course taking into account pandemic aspects
DOES THE SEMINAR MEET THE FOLLOWING
REQUIREMENTS?
1.CLASSROOMS AND INVOLVED EQUIPMENT

2.VIDEO DOCUMENTATION

3.ESTABLISH A CURRICULUM

4. MAKING OF A MANUSCRIPT

5.ACQUISITION OF LECTURERS AND
SUPERVISION
6.ACQUISITION OF PARTICIPANTS AND
SUPERVISION

7.FINAL ECXAMS
8.CONTACT PERSON

9.COVID PROTECTIVE SETTINGS

7.6 Appendix F: Marketing campaign promoting the education guide training in Stralsund / Rügen
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7.7 Appendix G: Social Media promotion on Mukran Port Instagram account

7.8 Appendix H: Article at the local newspaper ‘Ostsee-Zeitung’

7.9 Appendix I: Article at the local newspaper ‘Schweriner Volkszeitung’
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